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Rods Reels & Accessories

1
A Hardy Elarex bait casting reel,
chrome casing, twin ebonite reverse tapered
handles, level-line mechanism and a Hardy
Altex No.2 Mk.V fixed spool reel, folding
ebonite handle, full bail arm, light wear to
enamel finish only, 1950’s (2)
£100-150

2
A good Hardy Neroda bakelite salmon
fly box, oxblood finish, interior fitted forty
metal spring clips and containing a good
selection of fully dressed and hair-wing
salmon flies, 1940’s (see illustration)
£130-180

3
A Hardy Neroda bakelite trout fly box,
tortoiseshell finish, fitted chenille bars and
holding a good selection of trout wet flies
and a similar Hardy Neroda trout/mayfly box,
oxblood finish, fitted chenille bars, 1940’s (2)
£120-180

4
A Hardy Marquis No.6 trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, 2 screw drum latch, rear
check adjuster and a Hardy Golden Prince
5/6 trout fly reel, brown anodised finish, in zip
cases (2)
£ 80-120

5
A Hardy “Sovereign Spinning” 4 piece
carbon salmon spinning rod, 10',
crimson/scarlet tipped wraps, screw grip reel
fitting, in bag
£100-150

6
An ABU Ambassadeur UC 5601C bait
casting reel, twin handles, silver anodised
finish, new condition, in box and an ABU
Ambassadeur Mag I bait casting reel, little
used condition (2)
£60-90

7
A Hardy Neroda bakelite trout dry fly
box, tortoiseshell finish, interior fitted five
sliding celluloid lids and fourteen fly
compartments and a Hardy Neroda
trout/sea-trout fly box, interior fitted 70
spring metal clips, 1940’s 92)
£130-180

8
A Helical threadline casting reel and
spare spool, ebonite handle, alloy body,
brass foot, half wire bail arm, nickel silver
rimmed spool with graduated tension
adjuster, in original rexine case and a Hardy
Fibalite Spinning 2 piece salmon spinning rod,
8'6", in bag (2)
£80-120

9
A rare David Slater 5" Nottingham
combination centre pin reel, mahogany
drum with twin tapered wooden handles,
central recess and knurled brass tension nut,
brass annular line guide, starback foot and
optional sliding check button, foot stancheon
stamped “Slater’s Patent - 577”, both
backplate and drum face decorated with
inscribed concentric bands, very good overall
condition, circa 1890 (see illustration)
£150-250

10
A rare David Slater 41/2" Nottingham
centre pin reel, walnut drum with twin
horn handles on elliptical brass plates, three
screw spring latch, starback foot with sliding
check button and stamped oval trade mark,
excellent overall condition, circa 1900
£130-180

11
A 19th Century brass multiplying
winch, turned bone handle on off-set
curved crank winding arm, riveted block foot
and triple pillared cage, 2" diam., circa 1850
and another similar multiplying winch, circa
1860 (2)
£100-150
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12
A Hardy Uniqua 41/2" salmon fly reel,
domed ivorine handle, oval nickel silver drum
latch stamped “oil”, brass foot, (neatly filed),
fixed calliper spring check mechanism,
faceplate with central recess and stamped
make and model details, lightly engraved
previous owners initials, retaining much of
the original lead finish, circa 1910
£100-150

13
A Hardy Uniqua 33/4" “spitfire” alloy
salmon fly reel, ebonite handle, ribbed
brass foot, nickel silver telephone drum latch,
stamped Duplicated Mk.II but with adjustable
Mk.I check only, interior stamped “J.S.”
(Jimmy Smith), light wear, circa 1940
£180-260

14
A T.P. Luscombe 31/2" brass wide
drummed mahseer winch, turned
ebonite handle on anti-foul crank winding
arm, bridge foot (filed), triple pillared cage,
fixed check mechanism, handle stamped
retailers details, circa 1890
£100-150

15
A rare silver sportsman’s knife, fitted
four Harrison Bros. Sheffield steel tools,
shaped side plates with Sheffield 1901
hallmarks and faintly engraved presentation
details (see illustration)
£250-350

16
A Hardy Featherweight trout fly reel
and spare spool, multi-perforated drum,
ebonite handle, two screw drum latch and a
Marquis #5 trout fly reel and spare spool, in
zip cases (2)
£100-150

17
A 19th Century brass 31/4" clamp
fitting winch, tapered bone handle on “S”
scroll crank winding arm, triple pillared cage
and block foot with riveted clamp fitment
perforated to take leather pad, unusually
large example, circa 1840 (see illustration)
£250-350

18
A Lucas brass 23/4" trout fly reel,
tapered horn handle, chamfered rims, block
foot and fixed check mechanism, faceplate
stamped retailer’s details (Ramsbottom,
Manchester), circa 1900
£80-120

19
A Hardy Neroda bakelite trout/sea-
trout fly box, tortoiseshell finish, fitted 119
spring clips and an similar un-named bakelite
dry fly box, interior fitted 14 compartments
and sliding celluloid covers (one lacking),
1940’s (2)
£130-180

20
A rare Hardy 41/2" Combined
Fly/Spinning reel, alloy faceplate with twin
ivorine handles and central raised brass
spindle boss with steel locking nut, pierced
brass foot, annular line guide, rear sliding
optional check button and milled spindle
tension nut, stamped enclosed oval logo, circa
1895, with letter from Hardy’s dated April
1964 regarding ratchet repair (see
illustration)
£500-800

21
A Sharpe’s “Fario Club” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'3", #5/6, green/scarlet
tipped wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
staggered ferrule, light use only, in bag
£130-180

22
A scarce Hardy “Rogue River” 3 piece
(2 tips) cane trout fly rod, 9'6", tan silk
wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting with
wooden seat, suction joints, 1956, in bag
£150-250
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23
A fine Sage “TCR 9140-4” 4 piece
carbon salmon fly rod, 14', clear silk
wraps, anodised screw grip reel fitting, as
new, in bag and alloy tube
£180-260

24
A fine Hardy “Salmon & Trout Assc.
Centenary Gem” 3 piece carbon trout
fly rod, 9', #6, blue/silver tipped wraps, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, new/unused with
plastic wrapper to handle, in bag and tube
£150-250

25
A fine and rare S.E. Bogdan model 100
multiplying salmon fly reel,
black/champagne anodised finish right hand
wind model, counter-balanced “S” scroll
handle, set within an anti-foul rim, rear milled
optional check button and ten point
graduated tension adjuster, applied alloy
trade plaque, excellent condition (see
illustration)
£800-1200

26
A good Hardy perfect 33/4" salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot,
revolving nickel silver line guide, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, little used
condition, in original cream card box, 1950’s 
£200-300

27
A Tibor Billy Pate Salmon fly reel, left
hand wind model withy black anodised finish,
counter-balanced handle. perforated drum
and central milled tension whell, as new in
neoprene bag
£100-150

28
A Thomas & Thomas FIPS- Mouche
World Fly Fishing Championship rod
and reel comprising; a 4/5/6 trout fly
reel, left hand wind, blue anodised finish,
perforated drum with counter-balanced
handle and rear tension adjuster and a
Thomas & Thomas 3 piece carbon fly rod, 9',
#5, alloy screw grip reel fitting, wooden reel
seat, butt cap engraved details, as new in tube
and bag (2)
£200-300

29
An Orvis CFO 1-2-3 trout fly reel, green
anodised finish, brass foot, two screw drum
latch and perforated drum face and an Orvis
Superfine Series 2 piece carbon trout fly rod,
7'6", #1, crimson whippings, sliding alloy reel
fitting, in bag and alloy tube, both as new, (2)
£140-180

30
A fine Ari’T Hart model S1 light
salmon/sea-trout fly reel, left hand wind
model with multi-perforated drum, counter-
balanced handle, alloy annular line guide and
rear milled tension regulator, as new
condition, in bag and card box (see
illustration)
£250-450

31
A Hardy “Marksman” 2 piece cane
salmon spinning rod, 8'3", green/scarlet
tipped wraps, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, stud lock joint, 1959, in bag
£120-160

32
A fine Hardy “C.C. De France”, 3 piece
(2 tips) cane trout fly rod, 8', #5, crimson
silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joints, 1968, as new condition, in bag
£300-400
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33
A Hardy “Deluxe” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 9', #6, crimson inter-whipped,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction joints,
196, little used condition, in bag
£140-180

34
An Abel No.1 trout fly reel, black
anodised finish, counter-balanced rosewood
handle, multi-perforated drum flange, milled
rear tension regulator, as new, in original
pouch
£100-150

35
A Hardy Zenith Multiplier trout fly
reel, ebonite handle on raised drive plate,
alloy foot, two screw drum latch, nickl me
silver line guide and a Hardy Marquis 8/9
multiplier trout fly reel of similar design, in
zip cases (2)
£100-150

36
A Fin-Nor Ahab 12 fixed spool salt-
water reel, black/gold anodised finish, spool
mounted tension regulator, folding handle, as
new, in box
£60-90

37
A Sharpe’s 2 piece spliced cane trout
fly rod, 9', #6, crimson whippings, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, in bag and two fly reels;
a Youngs’ Beaudex and an Allcock Marvel (3)
£80-120

38
A Sage “GFL 390 RP” 2 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 9', #3, alloy screw grip reel
fitting with rosewood seat and an Orvis
Boron 2 piece trout/salt-water fly rod, 9' #9,
in bags and alloy tubes (2)
£90-130

39
A Hardy “Hi-Regan” 3 piece (2 tips)
steel centred cane salmon fly rod, 16',
scarlet/green tipped whippings, scarlet inter-
whipped, sliding brass screw grip reel fitting,
restored, 1924, in bag
£80-120

40
A Bo Mohlin Limited Edition Sea-Trout
1981-1991 fly reel, counter-balanced
serpentine handle set within an anti-foul rim,
multi-perforated drum and faceplate, rear
seven point tension adjuster, as new
condition (see illustration)
£200-300

41
A scarce early Morner multiplying 31/2"
trout fly reel, bullet shaped ebonite handle
on crank winding arm, mounted above a
milled tension adjusting wheel, perforated
drum face, bridge foot, alloy cage, auxiliary
handle pressure brake, un-named model (see
illustration)
£150-250

42
A Highlander 4" salmon fly reel, black
finish, counter-balanced handle, multi-
perforated drum, rear tension adjuster and a
similar 31/2" light salmon/sea-trout fly reel,
both as new condition (2)
£70-100

43
A Danielsson Innovation model
Salmon fly reel, gold anodised finish,
counter-balanced handle, large arbour with
slotted drum, rim mounted tension regulator 
£200-300

44
A Loop Traditional model 2W large
arbour fly reel, black finish, counter-
balanced handle, perforated drum and end
plates, triform bearings, light wear to finish
only
£100-150
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45
A Loop Classic 79 light salmon fly reel,
left hand wind model with red anodised end
plates, counter balanced “S” scroll handle,
bridge foot and rear milled drum tension
adjuster, new/unused condition, in block
leather case and card box (see illustration) 
£200-300

46
A Bo Mohlin 31/2" anti-reverse light
salmon fly reel, left hand wind model with
black anodised finish, counter-balanced
handle mounted above a milled tension
adjuster, multi-perforated rum, bridge foot
and triple stainless steel pillars, as new
condition
£180-260

47
A Fin-Nor No.2 anti-reverse 31/8" fly
reel, gold anodised saltwater proof finish,
twin composition handles on cross-bar arm
mounted below a milled tension adjuster,
chromed foot, one piece cage, as new
condition with zip case and card box 
£200-300

48
A pair of System 3 #11/12 salmon fly
reels, each with counter-balanced handle,
burgundy anodised finish, rear milled tension
adjuster and chromed foot, little used, in
original card boxes (2)
£100-150

49
Three various Pflueger Medalist trout
fly reels, each with domed composition
handle, bridge foot, one with metal two
screw drum latch (3)
£70-100

50
A fine Edward Vom Hofe Restigouche
4/0 direct drive salmon fly reel, ebonite
and nickel silver construction with counter-
balanced serpentine crank wind handle set
within an anti-foul rim, pierced bridge foot,
triple cage pillars (two double roller), milled
optional check button to faceplate, rear
seven point tension adjuster, light use only
and in (later) block leather case, 1920;s (see
illustration)
£900-1300

51
A fine Hardy St George Junior 29/16"
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, ribbed alloy
foot, three screw drum latch, white metal line
guide, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, interior stamped “J.S.” (Jimmy
Smith), heavy lead finish with only very light
wear, 1940’s (see illustration)
£350-550

52
A rare Hardy Perfect 31/8" trout fly
reel, ivorine handle, alloy foot, green/white
agate line guide, strapped rim tension screw
and 1912 check mechanism, drum with four
rim cusps and central nickel silver screw,
faceplate stamped central circular logo, reel is
factory restored to as new condition, circa
1915 (see illustration)
£450-650

53
A Hardy Special Perfect 31/4" trout fly
reel, ivorine handle on raised faceplate, brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw with 1906
calliper check mechanism, faceplate stamped
central circular logo, reel is fully factory
restored to as new condition, circa 1910 (see
illustration)
£500-800

54
A scarce C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. 41/2"
brass faced salmon fly reel, xylonite
handle, brass block foot, strapped rim tension
screw, brass winding plate with nickel silver
retaining screw and stamped Holdfast and
straight line logos, light wear only, circa 1900
£200-300
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55
A fine Allcock Aerial 4" centre pin reel,
ebonite flanged drum with twin xylonite
handles, nickel silver cage pillars and six
spokes, alloy B.P. line guide, brass foot and
sliding optional check button to rear plate,
stamped circular trade mark, circa 1915 (see
illustration)
£450-650

56
A good Malloch Sun and Planet 41/2"
brass faced salmon fly reel, facetted
wooden handle with patent anti-reverse sun
and planet gearing, brass bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate with raised central
spindle boss and stamped oval logo, circa
1905
£200-300

57
A large 19th Century gentle chute of
key hole cannister form, drop cover with
perforations and hasp lock, 81/2" high, circa
1880 (see illustration)
£70-100

58
A rare Hardy (un-named) Keepers
knife, fitted four Sheffield steel tools, shaped
nickel silver side plates, one stamped
diamond registration mark, circa 1895 (see
illustration)
£200-300

59
A rare Gregory Cleopatra 2" bait, the
nickel silvered fish shaped lure with stepped
body, twin spinning vanes and rear flying trbel
hook, stamped makers name, circa 1880 (see
illustration)
£200-300

60
A rare Gregory Cleopatra 21/2" bait,
the gilt metal fish shaped lure with stepped
body, twin spinning vanes and rear double
gorge hook, stamped makers name, circa
1880 (see illustration)
£200-300

61
A good Pezon et Michel “Parabolic
Royale” 2 piece cane trout fly rod, 7'4",
#5, tan/gold tipped wraps, sliding alloy reel
fitting, staggered ferrule, suction joint, light
use only, in bag
£180-260

62
A fine Shaun Linsley “Perfection
Barbel” 2 piece rod, 11'6", green/scarlet
tipped wraps, sliding alloy reel fittings, suction
joint, as new condition, in bag
£300-400

63
A scarce early B. James “Grebe” 2
piece cane carp stalking rod, 9'6",
crimson inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel
fittings,“onion” cork handle, England transfer
label, in bag
£250-350

64
A Casting in Wood “Phoenix” 41/2"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with twin brass handles and perforated front
flange, brass stancheon foot, rear sliding
optional check button and calliper spring
check mechanism, black anodised finish, as
new condition (see illustration)
£200-300

65
A good Allcock Aerial model 7950-T5
41/2" centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin xylonite handles, B.P. line
guide, brass stancheon foot, rear sliding
optional check button and calliper spring
check mechanism, backplate stamped circular
trade mark, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£400-600
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66
A good Hardy Conquest 41/8" trotting
reel, shallow cored rum with twin reverse
tapered ebonite handles and central two
screw spring latch, Bickerdyke wire line
guide, stancheon foot and rear plate with
nickel silver optional check lever and ivorine
quadrant weight indicator, little used
condition
£130-180

67
A scarce pair of Adcock Stanton “Avon
Barbus Maximus” 41/2" trotting reels,
polished alloy construction with caged and
perforated drum, twin brass handles, central
milled tension adjuster and stancheon foot,
as new condition 
£200-300

68
A Martin James “Matchman” 3 piece
Spanish reed and built cane float rod,
12', fully restored and with inscribed Golden
Scale Club details, scarlet black tipped silk
whippings, sliding alloy reel fittings, stand-off
rings, excellent overall condition, in bag
£140-180

69
A fine and rare Hardy “The Carp” 2
piece cane carp rod, 10', tan inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings, full open
bridge rings, suction joint, 1956, excellent
condition, in bag
£400-600

70
A fine and rare Improved Coxon Aerial
model 7995 3" centre pin reel, caged and
six spoked drum with perforated front flange
(eight holes) and twin xylonite handles, brass
starback foot, brass lined, figured walnut
backplate with sliding brass optional check
button and calliper spring check mechanism,
circa 1925 (see illustration)
£1300-1800

71
A Hardy Uniqua 27/8" alloy trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two
screw drum latch, rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, light wear to enamel
finish only, 1950’s
£100-150

72
A 19th century brass 33/4" salmon
winch, turned ivory folding handle on
waisted straight crank winding arm with
milled locking disc, riveted block foot,
quadruple cage pillars, rear raised check
housing, fixed check mechanism, light overall
wear, circa 1875
£100-150

73
A Hardy Silex Major 4" bait casting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles, spring release latch and jewelled
spindle bearing, brass foot, rim mounted
ivorine casting trigger and rear nickel silver
weight regulator, backplate stamped Silex
No.2 details, 1920’s
£150-200

74
A Hardy Wardle Magnifier, black
japanned frame, circular lens brooch bar pin,
in original card box, 1950’s (see illustration)
£70-100

75
A rare Hardy Silex Multiplier 31/2" bait
casting reel, ebonite handle on off-set
circular drive plate, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted casting bar with ivorine handle, rear
quadrant weight indicator and nickel silver
rim tension screw, light wear to lead finish
only, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£650-850

76
A B. James “Kingfisher” 3 piece whole
and built cane float rod, 14', crimson
whippings, alloy sliding reel fittings, stand-off
rings, “Built to Endure” transfer logo,
refurbished, in bag
£100-150
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77
A Bruce & Walker “Mk.IVG Carp” 2
piece glass fibre carp rod, 10', inter-
whippings, sliding alloy reel fittings, as new
condition and a Bruce & Walker “MK.IVG
Avon” 2 piece coarse rod, 10', inter-whipped,
alloy reel fittings, in bags (2)
£90-130

78
A Constable “Superb” 3 piece cane
Avon/barbel rod, 12', crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings, stand-off
rings, very good condition, in bag
£70-100

79
A Hardy “C.C. De France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9', tan inter-whipped, sliding
alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1958, in bag
£130-180

80
A Hardy “C.C. De France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'6", tan silk inter-whippings,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1959, in
bag
£150-200

81
A Hardy “Perfection Roach” 2 piece
cane float rod, 11', crimson inter-whipped,
alloy sliding reel fittings, suction joint, 1954,
tip 2" short, in bag
£100-150

82
A Japanese bamboo walking
cane/fishing rod, outer bamboo cane
carved with landscape scene, brass screw toe
cap with three further rod sections
concealed inside making a 9' rod
£70-100

83
A Hardy Perfect 35/8" trout fly reel,
ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped rim
tension screw and 1906 calliper check
mechanism, faceplate stamped circular logo,
drum screw sheared and fine hairline crack
beside handle, circa 1908
£180-260

84
An Edwardian brass letter clip in the
form of a fish laying on a wicker basket,
reverse stamped diamond registration mark,
5" long and two pen knifes with fish themes
(3)
£80-120

85
An Allcock aerial model C815 33/4"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with twin composition handles, chromed
foot (neatly repaired), rear optional check
lever and bar spring check mechanism, wear
to finish from normal use, 1950’s
£70-100

86
A pair of Edwardian EPNS fish servers,
fork and knives blades with pierced and
engraved decoration of angling scenes,
ivorine handles and a silver overlaid ruby
glass hip flash with crossed rod and net
above “Good Bait” (2)
£80-120

87
An Allcock’s Flick ‘Em trotting reel,
twin handles, rear optional check lever and
four various other reels including an Pflueger
Superex automatic fly reel (5)
£70-100

88
A scarce Hardy Uniqua 27/8" trout fly
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, nickel silver
horseshoe drum latch and fixed Mk.I check
mechanism, faceplate stamped make and
model details, circa 1920
£150-250

89
A good Hardy Uniqua 33/4" salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver telephone drum latch, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, reel
retains virtually all the original lead finish,
1930s’
£130-180
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90
A scarce Heaton’s brass relief
decorated 21/2" trout winch, tapered cow
horn handle on curved crank winding arm,
end plates relief decorated with an angler in
river setting, block foot, triple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, retaining much of the
original bronze patina, circa 1920 (see
illustration)
£180-260

91
A Hardy 4/0 Cascapedia limited edition
multiplying salmon fly reel No. 50/500,
right hand wind model of ebonite and nickel
silver construction, serpentine crank wind
handle set within an anti-foul rim, bridge foot,
five cage pillars (two roller), rear graduated
tension adjuster and sliding optional check
button, as new condition and in original block
leather case and card box (see illustration)
£800-1200

92
A Hardy 1/0 Brunswick limited edition
direct drive trout fly reel No. 50/500,
right hand wind model of ebonite and nickel
silver construction, serpentine crank wind
handle set within an anti-foul rim, bridge foot,
five cage pillars (two roller), rear graduated
eleven point milled central tension adjuster,
new/unused condition and in original block
leather case and card box (see illustration)
£600-900

93
A Hardy Featherweight trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw drum
latch, nickel silver 2 screw line guide and rim
tension screw and a Hardy Flyweight of
similar design, both in excellent condition
and in zip cases (2)
£120-180

94
Four various Mitchell reels; two 300’s, a
208 and a 204 and six various bakelite centre
pin reels, various makers,Allcock,Alvey et al
(10)
£80-120

95
A fine Hardy Brass Perfect 3" wide
drummed limited edition trout fly reel,
number 345/1000, reproduced to celebrate
125 years of production, with domed ivorine
handle, pierced foot, strapped rim tension
regulator and early calliper spring check
mechanism, dished drum with perforated
front flange and nickel silver retaining screw,
unused condition and in original block
leather case and card box (see illustration)
£450-750

96
A Hardy Bougle Agate I trout fly reel,
the 21/2" reel with green anodised cage,
ventilated drum and faceplate, wooden
handle, white agate line guide, pierced alloy
fot and fixed check mechanism, new/unused
in box and neoprene pouch
£120-160

97
A Bernard Hercules style 41/4" brass
salmon fly reel, ebonite handle on raised
faceplate, bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, faceplate script
engraved makers detail, in original block
leather case, circa 1900
£100-150

98
An Eaton & Deller 23/4" brass and
ebonite trout fly reel, horn handle, bridge
foot (neatly filed), tripel, cage pilars and fixed
check mechanism, faceplate scroll engraved
makers details and two further un-named
brass plate wind salmon fly reels (3)
£130-180

99
A Shakespeare Centenary Aerial 41/2"
trotting reel, brown anodised finish,
shallow cored drum ,twin handles, rear
optional check button and tension regulator,
as new condition
£70-100
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100
A rare Allcock Aerial Match model
9053-T1 4" centre pin reel, caged and six
spoked lacquered alloy drum with twin
composition handles and ventilated front
flange, brass foot, B.P. line guide, rear
mounted brass sliding optional check button
and bar spring check mechanism, black
painted backplate stamped Stag logo, light
wear from normal use only and a rarely seen
model made 1939040 only (see illustration)
£1300-1800

101
A good Hardy Conquest 41/8" trotting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin reverse
tapered handle, milled tension regulator and
two screw spring latch, Bickerdyke wire line
guide, rear milled optional check button, little
used condition and in original cream card
box
£130-180

102
A fine Richard carter Avon Classic 41/2"
centre pin reel, black anodised finish, caged
and six spoked ventilated drum, ribbed brass
foot, nickel silver Bickerdyke line guide, rim
mounted optional check lever and bar spring
check mechanism, interior engraved No. 97,
April ‘94, backplate engraved with previous
owners name, unused, in box (see
illustration)
£300-400

103
A B. James “Avocet” 3 piece built cane
float rod, 11'3", crimson inter-whipped,
sliding alloy reel fittings,“onion” cork handle,
London transfer label, in bag
£200-300

The following two lots are the former
property of Chris Yates, author,
broadcaster, founder member of the
Golden Scale Club and modern day
angling legend

104
A Chubb’s Sportex 3 piece whole and
built cane float rod, 13', green/gold tipped
silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fittings, suction
joints, fully restored by J. White and with
Chris Yates Signature and Golden Scale Club
details, rod is sold with a hand-written letter
from Yates with an ink drawing of a carp
£150-250

105
A Allcock’s Flick ‘Em 4" alloy trotting
reel, black finish, twin composition handles,
two screw drum latch, rear optional check
lever, sold with a hand-written letter from
Yates regarding the reel and the fish it has
caught including a 9lbs barbel on the Avon at
Ibsley (see illustration)
£300-400

106
A 9ct gold pen knife with engraved B.B.
commemorative details, fitted two
Sheffield stainless steel blade, hinged shackle
and hallmarked side plates engraved 1905-
1990 “B.B.” flanked by rod and gun and verso
“Denys Watkins-Pitchford (see illustration)
£150-250

107
A Harrods angler’s knife, fitted eight
stainless steel tools, one side plate stamped
hook gauge and inch measure, blade stamped
retailers name and two further angling knifes
(3)
£100-150

108
A Bowness & Bowness brass 41/4"
salmon winch, turned ivory handle on “S”
scroll crank winding arm, riveted block foot,
quadruple cage pillars, raised rear check
housing and fixed check mechanism, faceplate
engraved makers details and previous owners
name, circa 1875
£130-180

109
An ivorine float tube, of lidded canister
form, 63/4" high and a Hardy Album bakelite
circular cast case (2)
£60-90
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110
A rare Percy Wadham Cowes 4"
combination fly/spinning reel, ebonite
flanged drum with twin ivorine handles and
central milled brass tension nut, bridge foot,
triple cage pillars, rear plate with three large
finger braking ports, sliding optional check
button and auxiliary drum brake screw,
stamped make and patent details, circa 1915
(see illustration)
£240-340

111
A Hardy “Richard Walker Carp No.2” 2
piece glass fibre carp rod, 10', green/black
tipped wraps, alloy sliding reel fittings, seems
unused, in bag
£70-100

112
A Hardy “Swimfeeder” 2 piece glass
fibre ledger rod, 10', crimson whips, alloy
reel fitting and a Davenport & Fordham
“Peter Stone Specimen” rod, 11'6", in bags
(2)
£80-120

113
A B. James “Avon Perfection” 2 piece
glass fibre float rod, 12', sliding alloy reel
fittings, plastic still on handle and a Bruce &
Walker “Trotter” 2 piece float rod, 11'6", in
bags (2)
£100-150

114
An Allcock Aerial model 7590-T2 31/2"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with twin tapered horn handles, brass foot,
rear brass sliding optional check button and
calliper spring check mechanism, circa 1920
(see illustration)
£250-350

115
A rare Hardy Super Silex Multiplier
31/2" bait casting reel, ebonite handle on
off-set drive plate, shallow cored lacquered
drum with spring release latch and jewelled
spindle bearing, rim mounted ivorine casting
trigger, rear quadrant weight indicator and
nickel silver rim tension screw, light wear
only, 1930’s (see illustration)
£650-950

116
An Allcock Aerial 4" centtre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum with twin bone
handles, brass foot, rear optional check
button and calliper spring check mechanism,
backplate stamped circular logo, factory
replaced drum flanges, similar to the early
prototype (see Singleton R.: The Allcock
Aerial pg. 101) (see illustration)
£150-250

117
An Allcock Aerial Popular 33/4" centre
pin reel, caged drum with twin xylonite
handles, brass foot, rear optional check
button and bar spring mechanism, wear to
finish, circa 1950
£70-100

118
A Hardy “Fred J.Taylor Trotter” 2 piece
glass fibre float rod, 11'3", green/scarlet
tipped wraps, alloy reel fittings and a Bruce &
Walker “Mk.IV G Avon” 2 piece glass fibre
rod, 10', in bags (2)
£80-120

119
A Hardy “Houghton” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 10', green inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
reversible butt spear, 1926, in bag
£100-150
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120
A fine Allcock salesman’s trade folio of
salmon flies, the red rexine book form
folder holding six fully dressed eyed salmon
flies each with printed pattern name and
mounted on a red printed paper backplate,
rexine cover with gilt stamped Stag logo and
company details, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£250-350

121
A Farlow Patent lever 41/2" brass
salmon fly reel, waisted cow horn handle,
block foot, quadruple cage pillars, rear raised
thumb disc tension adjuster, check
disengaged, backplate engraved makers
details, circa 1890
£70-100

122
An Edwardian brass inkwell in the form
of a wicker creel, hinged cover with relief
fish decoration, lacking glass liner, 21/2" wide,
circa 1915 (see illustration)
£80-120

123
A good Hardy S George 3" trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, alloy foot, white agate
lien guide (no cracks), two screw drum latch,
rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, only very light signs of use and in
original cream card box, circa 1950 (see
illustration)
£200-300

124
A rare Hardy Longstone 19212 pattern
4" sea centre pin reel, ebonised wood and
alloy backed drum with twin bulbous ebonite
handles and central nickel silver milled
tension nut, Bickerdyke line guide, alloy
stancheon foot, rim mounted optional check
lever and rear plate stamped make and
model details, circa 1921
£250-350

125
A rare Farlow & Co. rectangular oak
salmon fly reservoir, fitted five lift-out
paper lined trays each with cork fly bars,
hinged lid with inset trade plaque and
recessed brass carrying handle, containing a
selection of seventy various fully dressed
salmon flies and loch salmon flies, some gut
eyed, circa 1895 (see illustration)
£700-1000

126
A Hardy Perfect 33/8" war-time finish
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass
foot, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, 1930’s
£180-260

127
A scarce Malloch salmon line drier, four
steel arms with brass line supports, mounted
onto a circular brass and steel circular
bracket with milled locking nut and “G”
clamp table fitment, stamped oval logo, circa
1900 (see illustration)
£150-250

128
A Hardy Super Silex 4" bait casting
rim, twin ebonite handles, spring drum latch,
ribbed brass foot, rim mounted ivorine
casting trigger, rear quadrant weight indicator
and milled nickel silver rim tension screw,
1930’s
£180-260

129
A fine Malloch Sun and Planet 31/4"
brass and ebonite light salmon fly reel,
brass winding plate with faceted wooden
handle, patent anti reverse gearing and raised
central spindle boss, twin German silver rims,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate stamped oval
logo, very good overall condition, circa 1900
(see illustration)
£240-340
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130
A rare D. Murray brass narrow
drummed spike fitting winch, turned
bone handle on curved crank winding arm,
quadruple cage pillars with dome iron
retaining screws, block foot with tapered
square spike rod fitting and butterfly wing
locking nut, rear plate stamped makers
details, circa 1855 (see illustration)
£300-400

130a
A Chas. Farlow 3" brass trout fly winch,
turned ivory handle on curved crank winding
arm with domed iron locking screw, riveted
block foot, triple cage pillars, faceplate
engraved makers details, circa 1885
£150-250

131
A scarce Haywood multiplying brass
wide drummed winch, turned bone
handle on off-set curved crank winding arm,
rim mounted drum locking lever, riveted
block foot, triple cage pillars, faceplate
stamped makers details, circa 1850 (see
illustration)
£250-450

131a
A scarce W. Pape brass 21/4" trout
winch, tapered deer horn handle on curved
crank winding arm, stamped makers details,
riveted block foot, triple cage pillars, polished
finish, circa 1890
£120-180

132
A 19th Century brass 23/4" spike fitting
winch, turned bone handle on curved crank
winding arm with domed iron locking screw,
quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism and block foot with tapered iron
spike rod fitting, circa 1850 (see illustration)
£300-400

132a
A Farlow 21/4" brass plate wind trout fly
reel, horn handle, block foot, triple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
script engraved makers details, a similar reel
and a Watson & Hancock 2" brass plate wind
trout fly reel of similar design (3)
£140-240

132b
A Malloch Sun and Planet 21/2" brass
trout fly reel, ivorine handle with patent
anti-reverse sun and planet gearing, bridge
foot, triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped oval logo and
with central raised spindle boss, circa 1905
£200-300

133
A scarce Farlow 1st model Sextile line
winder, six collapsible slotted arms, waisted
cow horn handle on straight crank winding
arm,“G” clamp table fitting with twin locking
bars, winding handle stamped makers name,
circa 1900 (see illustration)
£250-450

133a
A rare Watson & Hancock extending
salmon gaff, Firth steel point, turned treen
handle with large rosewood butt cap, hinged
point cover, shaft block engraved makers
detail, circa 1895
£150-250

134
A very large Hardy bait mount with
leaded mounting pin and three wired flying
trebles, 71/2" long overall, on card mount
£90-130

134a
A Hardy Oblong Flight and Artificial
Minnow Case, cream painted inetrior with
trace and bait/flight compartments, holding
four Archer bait mounts, lid with applied
nickel silver oval trade plaque, circa 1915
£80-120
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135
A Clements, Sheffield Sportsman’s
knife, fitted ten stainless steel tools, hinged
shackle, cross hatched wooden side plates,
one with inset silver name plate (see
illustration)
£250-450

136
A Hardy Sunbeam 23/4" trout dry fly
reel, exposed drum with ebonite handle and
nickel silver horseshoe drum latch, brass
stancheon foot and fixed Mk.I check
mechanism, backplate stamped makers
details, 1930’s
£90-130

137
A Uniqua 33/8" trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, nickel silver horseshoe drum latch,
brass foot, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, circa 1930 and another Uniqua 3
33/8" trout fly reel, enamel finish, two screw
drum latch, 1950’s (2)
£140-180

138
A Dingley built 3" alloy trout dry fly
reel, twin ivorine handles, caged drum, brass
telephone release latch, brass foot, rear
optional check lever, interior stamped “D.2”
and four various other alloy trout fly reels
including an Alex Martin Thistle Dingley built
trout fly reel (5)
£130-180

139
A Hardy St George Junior limited
edition reproduction trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, white metal
line guide, three screw drum latch, rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
new/unused condition, in block leather case
and card box, No.085
£140-180

140
A fine Hardy Pall Mall Centenary 1892-
1992 limited edition presentation rod
and reel set, contained with a superb
quality solid rosewood rectangular case with
brass press studs locks and a blue velvet and
baize lined fitted interior holding an 1896
replica Brass Faced Perfect Houghton Dry
Fly trout reel with ivorine handle, brass
strapped tension screw early style calliper
spring check and face stamped Rod in Hand
trade mark, straight line and enclosed oval
logos, and a “Gold Medal” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 8', crimson inter-whipped,
sliding brass reel fitting, snake rings, suction
joints, rosewood ferrule stoppers, with bag,
all in as new/unused condition 
£1500-2000

141
A collection of eleven American bait
casting reels, various models and makes
including; Kalamazoo, Shakespeare, Hendryx
et al (11)
£100-150

142
A double sided teak fly reservoir,
tearoom lined interior holding a good
selection of approximately 170 salmon flies
including large fully dresses examples, hair-
wings, doubles and trebles
£130-180

143
A Hardy Perfect 41/4" salmon fly reel,
domed ivorine handle, brass foot, revolving
nickel silver line guide, strapped rim tensions
crew with Turks head locking nut and 1912
check mechanism, drum with four rim cusps,
faceplate stamped central circular logo, wear
to finish from normal use, circa 1915
£300-400

144
A Bo Mohlin 4" anti-reverse salmon fly
reel, black anodised left hand wind model
with counter-balanced wooden handle
mounted above a milled tension wheel, multi-
perforated drum, triple stainless steel drum
pillars, as new condition
£200-300
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145
A Hardy Perfect 37/8" trout fly reel in
“spitfire” finish alloy, ebonite handle, ribbed
brass foot, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, in brown card trade box, 1940’s
(see illustration)
£200-300

146
A Hardy St John 37/8" trout/light
salmon fly reel in “spitfire” finish alloy,
ebonite handle, three screw drum latch,
ribbed brass foot, rim tension screw and Mk.I
check mechanism, interior stamped “J.S.”
(Jimmy Smith), in original brown card box,
1940’s (see illustration)
£200-300

147
A scarce Otto Zwarg 3/0 model 600
multiplying big game reel, ebonite and
nickel silver construction with off-set
serpentine crank handle mounted above a six
point star drag. Pierced foot, stamped model
details, two rim mounted casting controls, in
block leather case, 1950’s
£200-300

148
A Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4" salmon
fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass foot,
strapped rim tension screw with Turk’s head
locking nut and 1906 calliper spring check
mechanism, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand
trade mark and straight line logo, frame
repaired in a number of places, circa 1908
£150-250

149
A Bo Mohlin Mini Trout fly reel, black
anodised finish, serpentine crank wind
handle, multi-perforated drum and faceplate,
bridge foot, triple cage pillars, check
disengaged, in Bill Ballan leather case
£100-150

150
A fine and rare Edward Vom Hofe
Tobique 1/0 multiplying salmon fly reel,
ebonite and nickel silver construction with
serpentine crank handle set within an anti-
foul rim, pierced foot, stamped model details,
triple cage pillars (two double roller), rear
sliding optional check button and seven point
graduated tension adjuster, very good overall
condition, 1920’s, in block leather case (see
illustration)
£1000-1500

151
A good Hardy “Palakona” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'6", #6, scarlet/green tipped
silk wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction
joint, 1975, little used condition, in bag
£240-340

152
A Farlow’s Stream series 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8', #5, green/scarlet tipped silk
wraps, wooden reel seat alloy screws grip
fitting, suction joint, as new, in bag
£150-250

153
A Hardy “J.J.H.Triumph” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'9", #6, crimson/scarlet
tipped wraps, crimson inert-whippings, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, suction joint, little used
condition, in bag
£160-240

154
A scarce Hardy “Traveller” six piece
cane combination trout fly/spinning
valise rod, 8'6", crimson silk wraps, sliding
alloy reel fittings, suction joints, 1959,
excellent condition, in bag
£200-300

154a
A Turas 5 piece carbon travelling trout
fly rod, 9'3", #5/6, wooden reel seat, nickel
silver screw grip fitting, spigot joints, unused,
in bag and alloy tube
£100-150
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155
A framed display of five Hardy bait
mounts and a collection of various other
angling related item including a 19th Century
leather fly wallet with gilt metal fish emblem,
a rosewood and bone float and line winder,
two priests, cast cases et al (Q)
£100-150

156
A teak rectangular tackle case, interior
with lift out tray and containing a collection
of various Devon Minnow baits, cast packets
and other items two wicker trout fisher’s
creels, one with canvas pouch pocket and a
Kelly kettle (Q)
£90-130

157
A Peetz 6" Nottingham mahogany and
brass centre pin reel, brass backed drum
with twin bulbous handles, Bickerdyke line
guide, rear optional check button and nine
other Nottingham centre reel, various sizes,
makes and models (1)
£100-150

157a
A Hardy Hydra 33/4" fly reel and spare
spool, ebonite handle, two screw drum
latch, in card box, a Hardy Viscount 140 trout
fly reel and a Hard Gem 31/4" trout fly reel
(3)
£80-120

158
A collection of various reels including
Young’s and other fly reels centre pin reels et
al (Q)
£80-120

158a
A Farlow BWP 31/2" trout fly reel, rear
slsing check button, composition handle, a
Farlow Cobra 31/2" trout fly reel and two
further Farlow trout fly reels (4)
£80-120

159
A Farlow’s 3" alloy trout fly reel, ivorine
handle, brass foot, strapped rim tension
screw, Holdfast logo, a Farlow 4" alloy salmon
fly reel of similar design and a Walker
Bampton Utility 33/4" alloy bait casting reel,
lacking casting trigger (3)
£90-130

159a
A 19th Century brass winch, bone
handle on curved crank winding arm, riveted
foot, triple cage pillars, circa 1870 and five
further various brass reels (6)
£100-150

160
A nickel silver angler’s knife, fitted six
Sheffield steel tools, hinged shackle, one side
plated stamped hook gauge and inch
measure, 1940’s (see illustration)
£150-250

160a
Three Franklin Mint sportsman’s
knives, each with single folding blade and
decorated side plates with fish and various
field sport themes, two other knives with
angling related decoration, an Orvis fob
watch, in case, a gold plated toby style bait, a
letter opener with carved antler handle in
the form of a salmon and an ivorine salmon
fly scale (9)
£120-180

161
A Median style brass reticulated fish,
10" long, red glass eyes, stylised fin and scale
decoration and a Japanese spelter model of a
grass carp, a.f., 6" long (2)
£70-100

162
A Hardy Bouglé 3" trout fly reel,
reproduction model with ivorine handle,
polished alloy foot, strapped rim tension
screw and 1906 calliper style check
mechanism, new/unused condition, in block
leather case and card box
£100-150
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163
A Hardy Elarex bait casting reel, twin
ebonite reverse tapered handles, chrome
casing, level-line mechanism, a Hardy St
George 33/4" trout fly reel, finish worn and a
Hardy Marquis 3 salmon fly reel, ribbed brass
foot, rear tension adjuster (3)
£100-150

164
A rare early Paul Witcher Avon Elite
41/2" centre pin trotting reel, caged and
six spoked drum with twin ebonite handles,
drum release fork, ventilated flanges,
stancheon foot, rim mounted optional check
lever and bar spring check mechanism,
backplate with model details and interior
etched “No.23”, as new condition (see
illustration)
£700-900

165
A rare Allcock Aerial model 5138-T1
41/2" centre pin reel, ebonite flanged,
caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles, front flange stamped
“patent”, B.P. line guide, brass stancheon foot,
alloy backplate with sliding bras optional
check button and calliper spring check
mechanism, stamped circular logo, circa 1920
(see illustration)
£600-900

166
A 19th Century treen tackle
compendium of cylindrical form with eight
carved outer float and cast holder and
central four section shot and cap canister
with screw cap, in original papier maché case,
circa 1860 (see illustration)
£200-300

167
A 19th Century steamed wood trout
fisher’s creel of demi-lune form, hinged lid
with oval fish hole, two metal framed slots to
take carrying strap, 13" wide, circa 1880 
£100-200

168
A 19th Century brass 21/2" trout winch,
turned ivory handle on curved crank winding
arm with domed iron locking screw, riveted
foot, triple cage pillars, rear raised check
housing and fixed check mechanism, circa
1870
£90-130

169
An unusual continental fruitwood
fishing jig, tapered conical body with four
large iron hooks to base, possibly for jigging
cod and an iron four hook fish drag (2)
£80-120

170
A rare early 19th Century Scottish
pirn, the 31/4 diameter wide drum with iron
crank winding arm and cross strut support,
end plates with concentric bands of
decoration, mounted onto a yolk shaped
base with central circular hole for rod
attachment, circa 1820 (see illustration)
£600-900

171
A Gregory (un-named) Harrogate
spinner, the 5" nickel silver half fish shaped
lure with amber/black spot glass eye,
weighted central revolving spindle and rear
flying treble hook and an Allcock Canadian
spoon bait, amber/black spot glass eye,
etched scale decoration, mounted on
revolving spindle with rear fly treble hook (2)
£200-300

172
A rare Gregory Cleopatra 3" bait, nickel
silvered fish shaped lure with stepped body,
twin spinning vanes, central revolving spindle
and three flying treble hooks, stamped
makers name, circa 1880 (see illustration)
£350-450

173
A 19th Century Continental iron fish
spear, nine flared tines with spear point and
half barb points, rope bound handle and a
Continental iron flounder spear with seven
ogee shaped tines (2)
£90-130
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174
An unusual late 18th Century
Continental iron salmon trap, large
double barbed hook with square shaft and
ring eye, mounted onto a swinging “U”
shaped bracket
£1310-180

175
A Pezon et Michel “Telebolic BB3” 2
piece cane spinning rod, 6', green silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, staggered
ferrule, no bag
£80-120

176
A fine Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'6", #5, crimson/black tipped
whippings, alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction
joint, 1968, little used condition, in bag
£200-300

176a
A Hardy “J.J.H.Triumph” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'9", crimson/scarlet tipped
wraps, tan silk inter-whippings, sliding alloy
reel fitting, suction joint, 1937, very good
condition, in bag
£150-250

177
A fine Hardy “Wye” 3 piece(2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 11', crimson inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, lock fast
joints, 1961, excellent condition, in bag
£250-350

177a
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9', tan silk inert-whipped,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1929,
factory restored to as new condition, in bag
£180-260

178
A good Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped rim
tension screw with Turk’s head locking nut
and 1912 check mechanism, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, factory re-
leaded at sometime, overall excellent
condition, circa 1912 (see illustration)
£450-650

179
A good Hardy Perfect 31/8" trout fly
reel, ivorine handle, alloy foot, white agate
line guide (one hairline crack), rim tension
screw and Mk.I check, faceplate stamped
early Duplicated Mk.II details and central
circular logo, light wear only, circa 1920
£200-300

179a
Two circular black Japanned cast and
fly cases, cream painted interiors with
central cork fly hold and outer cast section,
holding a selection of various wet and dry
trout flies (2)
£90-130

180
A fine Otto Zwarg Saguanay 6/0 direct
drive salmon fly reel, ebonite and nickel
silver construction with counter-balanced
serpentine crank wind handle set within an
anti-foul rim, pierced bridge foot, stamped
model details, triple cage pillars (two double
roller), milled optional check button to
faceplate, rear seven point tension adjuster,
very light use only and in block leather case,
1950’s (see illustration)
£100-1500

181
A Westley Richard Rolo 4" alloy bait
casting reel, caged drum with twin ivorine
handles and spring release latch, cut-away rim
section, brass foot, rim mounted ivorine
casting trigger and two further rim mounted
casting controls, light wear to lead finish only,
circa 1920
£150-250
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182
A Hardy Taupo Perfect 37/8" wide
drummed trout fly reel, ebonite handle,
ribbed brass foot, rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, factory re-
enamelled, 1950’s
£250-350

183
A 19th century steamed oak creel of
kidney shaped demi-lune form, hinged lid,
twin ring strap rings and two rear ventilation
holes to rear, 12" high, circa 1880 (see
illustration)
£200-300

183a
A good Farlow leather salmon rod
tube, swing carrying handle, sleeve cap with
locking over strap would take up to five rods,
stamped makers details, 1930’s
£250-350

184
A scarce Allcock Salar 41/4" casting
reel, black/silver banded decoration, twin
ebonite handles mounted on shaped cross-
bar arm below a milled tension adjusting
wheel, further tension regulator to faceplate,
rim mounted optional check lever, rear plate
stamped Stag logo, very good overall
condition ad a rarely seen model, 1940’s
£200-300

185
A rare Kelly, Dublin brass 23/8" spike
fitting winch, turned bone handle on
curved crank winding arm with domed iron
retaining screw, quadruple cage pillars, block
foot with tapered steel spike rod fitting with
milled locking disc, circa 1850 (see
illustration)
£500-800

186
An Illingworth No.4 Mk.II threadline
casting reel, ebonite handle, enclosed gear
housing, finger pick-up line guide, nickel silver
rimmed spool with central graduated tension
adjuster, in original rexine case and with
spare spool, 1930’s (see illustration)
£160-240

187
An Illingworth No.3 threadline casting
reel, exposed gearing, stepped ebonite
handle, finger pick-up line guide, copper
rimmed spool with central tension adjuster,
in original box with spare spool, circa 1915
(see illustration)
£140-180

188
An Illingworth No.2 threadline casting
reel, exposed bronze gears, tapered ebonite
handle, finger pick-up line guide, alloy spool
with central brass tension nut, in original
rexine case, circa 1912 (see illustration)
£160-240

189
A pair of Palace Superb threadline
casting reels, each with large circular
winding plate, friction driven spool,
reciprocating line guide and bullet shaped
spool tension adjusting nut, 1940’s (2)
£80-120

190
A rare Illingworth No.1 threadline
casting reel, twin ivorine handles on
shaped alloy cross bar handle mounted onto
circular drive plate with stancheon foot,
ebony bobbin spool on reciprocating drive
shaft, twin nickel silver wire line guide flyers,
rear of reel with later additional tin plate
gear housing cover, in original burgundy
rexine and green velvet lined case, circa 1905,
ex Graham Turner collection) (see
illustration)
£700-1000

191
An Allcock Aerial model 7950-T10 4"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with twin stepped xylonite handles, brass
foot, rim mounted optional check lever with
bar spring check mechanism, backplate
stamped Stag logo, circa 1935 (see
illustration)
£250-450
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192
A scarce Allcock Sea Aerial model 8916
4" centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
ebonite drum with twin xylonite handles,
brass stancheon foot, rear sliding brass
optional check button and bar spring check
mechanism, faceplate engraved model details,
1930’s (see illustration)
£200-300

193
A Hardy Eureka 4" trotting reel, solid
alloy drum with twin ebonite handles, nickel
silver telephone drum latch, ribbed brass
foot, rim mounted optional check lever, rear
plate stamped model details, ex Graham
Turner collection and sold with a letter
stating this is a prototype model however
from the weight and quality of the solid drum
it is likely that it is a non factory replacement
part, 1930’s
£100-200

194
Two Fraser-Kilian Neo Caster bait
casting reels, each with twin handles
mounted above a star drag, two rim casting
controls and exposed drum end with milled
tension adjuster, one in original card box, and
a Record 1500c bait casting reel, boxed (3)
£80-120

195
Three various Adcock Stanton centre
pin reels, each with twin ebonite handles
and rear optional check buttons, 43/4", 41/2"
and 4" in size (3)
£100-150

196
A Fred Crouch Match Aerial 41/2" wide
drummed centre pin reel, caged and
spoked drum with twin handles, chromed
foot, rear optional check lever, new/unused
condition
£80-120

197
An unusual Fred Crouch Match Aerial
narrow drummed 41/2" centre pin reel,
polished alloy finish, multi-perforated caged
drum with twin alloy handles, brass foot, rear
optional check lever and bar spring check
mechanism, very good condition (see
illustration)
£100-150

198
A Hardy Altex No.1 Mk.IV fixed spool
reel, folding ebonite handle, full bail arm,
ebonite spool, in original box with two spare
spools and an Impulse Titan 4" bait casting
reel, twin xylonite handles, brass foot, in
original rexine case (2)
£80-120

199
Two Allcock Match Aerial 41/2" trotting
reels, each with black painted finish, caged
and spoked drum, chromed foot and rear
optional check ever, light wear only, 1960’s
(2)
£150-200

200
A fine Hardy Zane Grey 130 big game
multiplier reel formerly the property
of the best selling author Wilbur
Smith, the 130lbs IGFA class reel of
stainless steel construction with large off-set
hardwood “T” bar handle on short crank
winding arm mounted above a 2 speed gear
selector lever (1:1 and 2.5:1 ratio retrieve),
rim mounted optional sliding check button,
pierced foot, triple cage pillars (one double
with twin harness lugs), rear mounted lever
drag with addition milled disc strike setting
adjuster, faceplate engraved make and model
details, owners name (Wilbur Smith) and
No.1004.The reel has been fished on only a
small number of occasions and is in superb/as
new condition, sold with the original marine
ply fitted case, tools, oil cannister, operating
manual and owners log book, originally sold
July 1983 (see illustration)
£4500-6500
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** Wilbur Smith has published in excess of
thirty international best selling novels, born
in Rhodesia in 1933, many of his works are
based in the Southern part of Africa where
he also loved to fish for big game species, he
now resides in London

201
A Hardy Fortuna 8" wide drummed big
game centre pin reel, twin reverse
tapered ebonite handles on shaped bronze
cross-bar winding arm mounted above a six
point capstan star drag,Andreas patent anti-
reverse drum mechanism, brass block foot,
fixed click check mechanism, cage with black
painted war-time finish, general wear to reel
from normal use, circa 1940 (see illustration)
£500-800

202
A Hardy Longstone 41/2" centre pin sea
reel, perforated drum with twin reverse
tapered ebonite handles and central nickel
silver milled tension nut, ribbed brass foot,
rim mounted optional check lever, backplate
stamped make and model details, 1930’s, in
original brown card box
£120-180

203
A Hardy Perfect 31/8" trout fly reel,
ivorine handle, ribbed alloy foot, strapped rim
tension screw and 1906 calliper spring check
mechanism, faceplate stamped central
circular trade mark, hairline crack beside
handle, circa 1908
£130-180

204
A Milward’s 51/2" Nottingham “frog
back” sea centre pin reel, brass backed
walnut drum with twin bulbous composition
handles and central spring release latch, brass
frog back stancheon foot, sliding optional
check button, circa 1925
£100-150

205
A collection of eleven Nottingham
centre pin reels, various sizes, makes and
models including starbacks, strap backs,
Scarboro’s et al (11)
£120-180

206
A wooden trout fly case interior fitted
compartments and holding a selection of
mainly trout dry flies, six further wooden fly
boxes with flies and various other fly boxes
by Wheatley et al (Q)
£90-130

207
Three Hardy Girodon Pralon black
Japanned trout dry fly boxes, each with
cream painted interior fitted fifteen lidded
compartments and ivorine index tablet inset
into lid interior, one box with a small
selection of dry flies, circa 1920 (3)
£100-150

208
A brass extending salmon gaff, hinged
point cover, turned wooden handle and two
further brass extending salmon gaffs of
similar design (3)
£90-130

209
A good Hardy Perfect 35/8" trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white
agate line guide (no cracks), rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear
to enamel finish only. 1950’s
£120-160

210
A fine and rare Hardy Fortuna 41/4"
saltwater/salmon fly reel, twin reverse
tapered handles on shaped bronze cross-bar
winding arm mounted above a milled tension
regulating wheel,Andreas patent anti-reverse
drum mechanism, ribbed brass foot, fixed
check mechanism, rear plate stamped make
and model details, superb overall condition
and a rarely seen model of which only 83
were produced between 1925-1939 (see
illustration)
£1400-1800
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211
A fine Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 12'6", crimson inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, lock fast
joints, 1953, in bag
£200-300

212
A Sharpe’s (built for Farlow’s) 3 piece
(2 tips) spliced cane salmon fly rod, 15',
#11, crimson inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel
fitting, with splice protectors, excellent
condition, in bag
£120-180

213
A fine Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece
hollow built can trout fly rod, 10' #7,
black/scarlet tipped silk wraps, sliding alloy
reel fitting, suction joint, 1966, little used
condition, in bag
£200-300

214
A scarce Hardy “Kenya” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 8', crimson/scarlet
tipped whippings, tan silk inter-whippings,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction joints,
1937, very good condition, in bag
£180-260

215
A fine Hardy Perfect 27/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white
metal line guide, rim mounted tension screw
and Mk.II check mechanism, reel retains all
the original dark lead finish, 1940’s (see
illustration)
£350-550

215a
A scarce H.A. Morton 21/4" brass and
ebonite trout fly reel, tapered horn
handle, alloy rims, convex ebonite rear plate,
bridge foot, triple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped oval logo,
excellent condition, circa 1925
£100-150

216
A Cummins 21/2" brass and ebonite
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, German
silver rims, bridge foot, triple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism and an Army & Navy
2" brass plate wind trout fly reel, both in very
good condition (2)
£100-150

217
A fine Allcock Aerial C815 41/2" centre
pin reel, grey enamel finish, caged and
spoked drum with twin composition handles,
chromed foot, rear optional check lever and
bar spring check mechanism, as new
condition and in original trade card box
£150-250

218
A Young’s Ray Walton Rolling Pin M.II
33/4" centre pin turn-table reel, brushed
alloy finish, shallow cored drum with six
spokes, twin stepped composition handles,
swivelling brass foot, rim mounted optional
check lever new/unused condition, in zip case
and card box
£160-240

219
A Malloch 41/2" brass centa-brake
salmon fly reel, cow horn handle, spindle
mounted milled drum tension adjuster,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate stamped oval
logo, reel retains much of the original bronze
patina, circa 1910
£80-120

220
A very rare Ustonson 4 piece hickory
and greenheart trout rod, 8', sliding brass
reel fitting, but cap engraved “Ustonson,
Maker to his Majesty, Temple Bar London”
brass spigot joints, wire tip ring, rod is lacking
the original drop rings and requires
refurbishment, circa 1829
£1300-1800
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221
A rare Hardy 1897 model line winder,
heavy green painted iron “U” shaped support
with turned brass spindle supporting four
screw-in arms and a straight waisted crank
winding arm with tapered horn handle,
mounted onto a brass “G” clamp table fitting
with thumb locking screw, winding arm
stamped makers details, circa 1900 (see
illustration)
£180-240

222
A rare Hardy Curate nickel silvered
combination tool, milled priest handle
with screw cap oil receiver and spring
tweezers with gut cutting blades, tweezer
arms stamped make and model details, 1930’s
(see illustration)
£120-160

223
A Hardy folding hand gaff, grey enamel
mallet shaped side plates, rope lanyard, a
Hardy Driflydresser of pocket watch form
and a Hardy brass twin wire bobbin (3)
£100-150

224
A scarce Dingley built 3" alloy trout fly
reel, backplate engraved “The King” Arthur
LeClercq, Liege, caged drum with ivorine
handle and brass telephone drum latch, brass
foot, line guide and rim strapped tension
screw, interior stamped “D.11”, excellent
condition, circa 1920
£180-260

225
An exceptionally rare Hardy Landrow
hide tackle case, the rectangular case with
a burgundy baize lined interior fitted
seventeen various compartments, pigskin
lined lid interior with applied oval red and gilt
trade plaque, outer case with twin locks, four
disc feet, swing carry handle and further lid
handle, stamped previous owners initials,
corners and spine strengthened, 23" x 15" x
41/2", circa 1900 and in overall very good
condition, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£1300-1800

226
A good Allcock Aerial model 7950-T5
41/2" centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin xylonite handles, brass foot,
B.P. line guide, rear mounted optional check
lever and calliper spring check mechanism,
backplate stamped circular logo, circa 1920
(see illustration)
£500-800

227
A fine and rare Olivers of Kenilworth
“Tench” 3 piece hollow built cane float
rod, 13', crimson/gold tipped wraps and
crimson inter-whippings, sliding alloy reel
fittings, suction joints, very good condition, in
bag
£200-300

228
A good Hardy “L.R.H. Greased Line” 3
piece (2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 13',
green/scarlet tipped wraps, green inter-
whippings, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
studlock joints, 1953, little used condition, in
bag
£180-260

229
A fine Hardy “Halford Knockabout” 2
piece cane trout fly rod, 9'6", broad
crimson inter-whippings, alloy screw grip reel
fittings, reversible butt spear, studlock joint,
1959, excellent condition, in bag
£160-240

230
A good Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot,
revolving nickel silver line guide, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear
to lead finish only, 1930’s
£300-400
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231
A scarce Hardy Perfect 31/8" trout fly
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped rim
tension screw and early calliper spring check
mechanism, drum with four rim cusps and
nickel silver retaining screw, faceplate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
straight line logo, re-leaded at sometime,
circa 1900
£300-400

232
A Young’s Ray Walton Rolling Pin M.II
33/4" centre pin turn-table reel, black
anodised finish, shallow cored drum with six
spokes, twin stepped composition handles,
swivelling alloy foot, rim mounted optional
check lever new/unused condition, in zip case
and card box
£160-240

233
A rare Kelly of Dublin 31/2" wide
drummed salmon winch, turned ivory
handle on waisted straight crank winding
arm,, block foot, quadruple cage pillars, rear
raised check housing and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped makers
details, circa 1870
£300-400

234
A 19th Century folding salmon gaff,
turned wooden handle and firth steel gaff
head, brass knuckle joint and a Farlow oak
framed Gye landing net, sliding racquet
shaped head (2)
£100-150

234a
A salmon gaff/wading staff, greenheart
shaft, brass collar, steel head, leather lanyard
and a bamboo handled trout landing net,
brass mounts, oak framed racquet shaped
head (2)
£80-120

235
A Malloch folding line drier, collapsible
brass arms, one with ivorine handle, mounted
onto a spring loaded spindle, heavy brass “G”
clamp table fitment stamped oval logo, circa
1920
£80-120

236
A scarce Eaton & Deller 4" brass
salmon fly reel, cow horn handle on
circular raised check housing set within an
anti-foul rim, block foot, quadruple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate and
raised check housing engraved maker’s
details, rarely seen model, circa 1880 (see
illustration)
£250-450

237
A scarce Flint of Dublin 2" brass trout
winch, bone handle on curved crank
winding arm with domed iron retaining
screw, block foot, triple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, backplat stamped oval
logo, circa 1885
£200-300

238
Two Allcock Norwich spoons, 21/2" and
2", each with amber/black spot glass eye,
incised scale decoration, a similar 21/2"
Canadian bar spoon and a Hardy Heavy
Spoon, 31/4" (4)
£180-260

238a
A Hardy Hutton Wye Devon Minnow, a
spiral minnow, three ivory gaming fish shaped
gaming chips and eight various other lures
and angling items 
£80-120
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239
A rare Allcock Duplex 4" salmon fly
reel, domed cow horn handle mounted on a
milled brass patent drum release collar,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, rear nickel
silver milled optional check button, faceplate
stamped model details and a rarely seen
model in good overall condition, circa 1885,
in Farlow block leather case (see illustration)
£450-650

240
A very Ustonson paper sales invoice
dated 26th June 1789, printed header;
“Bought of Onesimus Ustonson. Fishing Rods
& Tackle Maker, No. 205, the Corner of Bell
Yard, near Temple-Bar, Fleet Street”, ink hand-
written invoice made to Lord Delaval for the
total sum of £6/6/- for various tackle items
including; 3 rods, 2 winches, hair line, hooks
and other items, 73/4" x 61/2"
£300-400

241
A Fishing dairy for the Hampton
Bishop Fishery, River Wye, the brown
rexine bound volume covering the fishing
records for seasons 1935-1966, hand-written
entries and with three loose typed pages of
fishery rules inserted, spine a.f.
£150-250

242
A rare Hardy Silex Multiplier 23/4" bait
casting reel, ebonite handle on off-set drive
plate, ribbed brass footer, rim mounted
ivorine bar casting lever, rear quadrant
weight indicator and nickel silver rim tension
screw, light wear to finish only, circa 1930
(see illustration)
£650-850

243
A Chapman “Chess” 2 piece cane trout
fly rod, 9', crimson whips, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, a Constable Wallop Brook 2 piece
cane trout rod, 8'2" and a Hardy C.C. de
France 2 piece rod, 7', tip short, in bags (3)
£80-120

244
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8', crimson wraps, sliding alloy
reel fitting, no date, fully refurbished, in bag
£120-180

245
A rare Hardy Super Silex Multiplier
31/4" bait casting reel, ebonite handle on
off-set drive plate, shallow cored lacquered
drum with spring release latch and jewelled
spindle bearing, rim mounted ivorine casting
trigger, rear quadrant weight indicator and
nickel silver rim tension screw, light wear
only, 1930’s (see illustration)
£650-850

246
A fine Orvis “Western 2” 3 piece
carbon trout fly rod, 11', #7, blue silk
wraps, anodised screw grip reel fitting,
new/unused condition with plastic wrapper
on handle, in bag and cloth covered tube
£130-180

247
A fine Orvis “Western 2” 3 piece
carbon trout fly rod, 10'6", #6, blue silk
wraps, anodised screw grip reel fitting,
new/unused condition with plastic wrapper
on handle, in bag and cloth covered tube
£130-180

248
A pair of Michael Evans “Speycaster II”
3 piece carbon salmon fly rods, 15',
#9/11, crimson/scarlet tipped wraps, screw
grip reel fittings, light use only, in bags (2)
£200-300

248a
A Sage “GFL 6113 RPL” 2 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 11'3", #6, brown silk wraps,
wooden reel seat with screw grip fitting, little
used condition, in bag and alloy tube
£90-130
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249
A good Hardy “Super Silex” 4" bait
casting reel, twin ebonite handles, spring
release latch, ribbed brass foot, rim mounted
ivorine casting trigger and rear quadrant
weight indicator with nickel silver tension
screw, only light wear, 1930’s
£150-350

250
A very rare Hardy Birmingham alloy
21/2" trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle,
brass bridge foot, quadruple brass pillars,
contracted drum, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade mark
and enclosed oval logo, light wear to finish
only and a previously unseen alloy example of
the more common brass Birmingham plate
wind reel, circa 1895 (see illustration)
£1500-2500

251
A scarce Hardy L.R.H. Lightweight
trout fly reel, solid drum (no perforations)
with ebonite handle and two screw spring
latch, alloy foot, nickel silver two screw nickel
silver drum latch, fixed check mechanism,
1950’s
£100-150

252
A good Hardy Silex 41/2" wide
drummed bait casting reel, caged drum
with spring release latch and alloy cross-bar
mounted twin ivorine handles, brass bridge
foot, cut-away rim section, three rim
mounted casting controls, reel retains
virtually all the original dark lead finish, circa
1905
£180-260

253
A Hardy Perfect 33/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear
from normal use only, 1930’s
£160-220

254
A scarce Forrest Patent Adjustable
Drag Brass Faced 41/2" salmon fly reel,
brass winding plate with large dome ivorine
handle and central milled tension adjusting
screw, bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars,
nickel silver drum screw, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped model details,
circa 1900
£180-260

255
A rare Perth style rosewood and brass
5" salmon fly reel, domed horn handle on
brass winding plate, bridge foot, five turned
brass cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate stamped fish logo, possibly by
Farlow’s and a rarely seen size, circa 1885
£250-350

255a
A good Army & Navy 4" brass plate
winds salmon fly reel, tapered cow horn
handle, bridge foot quadruple cage pillars,
rear nickel silver sliding optional check
button, retaining much of the original dark
bronze patina and an Army & Navy 4"
Hercules style brass salmon fly reel, horn
handle, raised faceplate, fixed check (2)
£100-150

256
A Bernard 41/2" bras salmon fly reel,
domed horn handle, two screw spindle boss,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check, faceplate engraved retailers details and
a Heaton’s brass and ebonite Jardine style
33/4" salmon fly reel, domed cow horn handle
on ventilated brass winding plate, caged and
perforated drum, German silver rims, bridge
foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, ventilated ebonite back plate,
circa 1895 (2)
£140-180

256a
A 19th century Perth style rosewood
and brass 4" salmon fly reel, cow horn
handle on brass winding plate, German silver
reels, bridge foot, quadruple pillared cage,
fixed check mechanism, circa 1890
£200-300
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257
A Malloch brass 41/4" salmon fly reel,
tapered horn handle, bridge foot, quadruple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
stamped shield logo, a similar un-named
Malloch 4" brass salmon fly reel and an un-
named Malloch Brass Faced 41/2" salmon fly
reel, ivory handle, German silver rims, bridge
foot, fixed check mechanism (3)
£120-180

258
A good Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 9', crimson inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, lock fast
joint, 1958, little used condition, in bag
£160-220

259
A good Hardy “Fairy” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 9'6", green inter-
whipped, wooden reel seat and nickel silver
sliding reel fitting, suction joints, 1910, rod
has been professionally restored to excellent
original condition, in bag and alloy tube
£200-300

259a
A Sharpe’s “Featherweight” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 8', #5/6, crimson inert-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, little used condition, in bag
£80-120

260
A fine Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 7', crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1926, excellent condition, in bag
£200-300

260a
A good Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 11', crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting,
spiral lockfast joints, 1929, restored to as
new condition, in bag
£200-300

261
An Albert Smith Hodder 4" alloy
centre pin reel, caged and multi-perforated
drum with twin tapered horn handles and
central brass screw tension adjuster, waisted
brass foot, rear sliding optional check button
and calliper spring check mechanism, 1920’s
£100-150

262
An unusual F.T. Williams 41/2" salmon
fly reel, domed cow horn handle on brass
winding plate, nickel silver rims, ebonite
backplate, block foot (neatly filed), five brass
drum pillars, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate scroll engraved makers details, very
good overall condition, circa 1900 (see
illustration)
£200-300

262a
A rare Gregory (un-named) 2" Clipper
bait, the brass fish shaped split tailed lure
with black spot/amber glass eyes, incised
scale decoration and single rear flying treble
hook, circa 1890 m(see illustration)
£150-250

263
A 19th Century brass wide drummed
multiplying clamp winch, turned bone
handle on off-set curved crank winding arm
with domed iron locking screw, rim locking
lever, triple cage pillars, felt lined riveted
camp fitting foot with lyre tail locking screw,
circa 1850 (see illustration)
£250-450

263a
An unusual 19th Century brass
multiplying winch, later ivorine handle on
“S” scroll off-set crank winding arm mounted
on raised faceplate, two double raised pillars
and one double fretwork waisted raised
pillar, riveted brass foot, fixed check
mechanism and a 19th Century wide
drummed brass winch, turned bone handle
on straight crank winding arm, riveted foot,
triple cage pillars (2)
£150-250
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264

A scarce Hardy Perfect 3" wide
drummed trout fly reel, domed ivorine
handle on brass cup, brass foot, rim strapped
tension screw and early calliper spring check
mechanism, drum with four rim cusps an
central nickel silver retaining screw, faceplate
stamped open oval and straight line logos,
light wear from normal use only, circa 1900
(see illustration)

£600-900

265

A fine and rare Hardy Perfect Brass
Faced Perfect 41/2" salmon fly reel,
domed ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped
tension screw with Turk’s head locking nut
and 1906 calliper check mechanism, drum
with four rim cusps and central nickel silver
locking screw, faceplate stamped Rod in hand
trade mark and straight line logo, reel retains
virtually all the original bronze patina and
dark leaded finish, with hard Selvyt reel bag,
circa 1906 (see illustration)

£600-90

266

A good Hardy Perfect 41/4" salmon fly
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, revolving
nickel silver line guide, strapped rim tension
screw with Turk’s head locking nut and 1912
check mechanism, drum with four rim cusps
and central nickel silver locking screw,
faceplate stamped central circular logo and
neatly block engraved previous owners
initials, light wear only and in Hardy Selvyt
reel bag, circa 1915

£400-600

267
A rare Hardy Cased “C.C. de France ~
James Hardy Celebration Set”
presentation trout fly rod and reel set,
limited edition no. 43/100 and comprising; a
Hardy “C.C. de France 2 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 7', #4, tan silk inter-whippings,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint; a Hardy
Bouglé Lightweight 3" alloy trout fly reel,
rosewood handle, multi-perforated drum and
faceplate, triple raised pillars (one roller),
nickel silver drum retaining screw, rim
tension screw, face engraved Casting Club de
France emblem and limited edition details; a
Phoenix #4 DT silk line (boxed), a pewter
commemorative medal; cloth reel and rod
bags, a leather tab fly line cleaner and a signed
letter from James Hardy giving details of the
history of the C.C. de France Club, contained
within a fine quality fitted Italian rectangular
leather case with twin straps and brass hasp
locks, lid stamped makers name, green felt
cloth cover, the set is in new/unused
condition and was originally sold in 2005 for
£2625.00 (the limited edition of 100 was fully
sold out in a short time)
£1600-2200

268
A Hardy St George 33/8" alloy trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white
agate line guide (no cracks), rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, wear to
finish from normal use, in cream card box
£120-160

268a
A good Hardy Uniqua 33/8" trout fly
reel, lacquered alloy drum with ebonite
handle and nickel silver telephone drum
latch, brass foot, fixed Mk.II check
mechanism, reel retains virtually all the
original lead finish, 1940’s, in zip case
£100-150

269
A good Hardy Perfect 35/8" trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white
agate line guide (no cracks), rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, factory re-
leaded to as new condition, 1930’s
£200-300
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269a
A Ronald’s Fly Fisher’s Entomology
companion wallet, 6th edition, hide wallet
fitted parchment fly leaves with facing printed
pages giving details of 47 killing patterns, felt
dampers, end pouch pocket, wrap around
strap, excellent condition and in brown cloth
slip case 
£80-120

270
A scarce Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle with rarely seen nickel
silver counter-balance, brass foot, revolving
nickel silver line guide, rim tension s crew
and Mk.II check mechanism, nickel silver
drum retaining screw, reel has been factory
renovated to as new condition, 1930’s (see
illustration)
£300-500

270a
A scarce Scottish 19th Century brass
Hercules style 4" salmon reel, raised
faceplate with bullet shaped bone handle,
domed iron locking screw and engraved
presentation details; “Thomas Craven, Lanch,
The gift of his esteemed friend The Very Rev.
Canon Parker ~ 1884”, bridge foot (neatly
filed), quadruple, cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, polished finish
£150-250

271
A good Hardy Perfect Taupo 37/8" wide
drummed trout fly reel, ebonite handle,
ribbed brass foot, nickel silver rim tensions
crew and Mk.II check mechanism, as new
condition, 1940’s
£300-400

271a
A Sharpe’s “Scottie” 3 piece (2 tips)
spliced cane salmon fly rod, 14', #10/11,
crimson wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, splice
protectors, excellent condition, in bag
£90-130

272
A good Hardy “Wanless 4lbs.” 2 piece
cane spinning rod, 7', green/scarlet tipped
wraps, scarlet inter-whipped, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, reversible butt spear, suction joint,
1939, fully renovated, in bag
£100-150

272a
A good Hardy “Wanless 8lbs.” 2 piece
cane salmon spinning rod, 7',
green/scarlet tipped wraps, scarlet inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
reversible butt spear, suction joint, 1939, fully
renovated, in bag
£100-150

273
A good Hardy “No.2 A.H.E. Wood” 3
piece (2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 12',
crimson silk inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel
fitting, lockfast joints, 1947, fully restored, in
bag
£180-260 

274
A scarce Hardy Super Silex 3" bait
casting reel, polished alloy drum with twin
ebonite handles, spring latch and jewelled
spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger, rear
quadrant weight indicator and nickel silver
rim tensions crew, very good condition,
1930’s (see illustration)
£300-400

274a
A good Hardy Perfect 31/8" trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white
metal line guide, nickel silver rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, factory
re-leaded at sometime, 1930’s
£200-300
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275
A Hardy Perfect 41/4" salmon fly reel,
domed ivorine handle, brass foot, nickel silver
and brass framed line guide, rim strapped
tension screw with Turks head locking nut
and 1906 calliper check mechanism, , drum
with four rim cusps and nickel silver retaining
screw, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade
mark and straight line logo, very fine hairline
crack beside line guide screw otherwise only
light wear to lead finish only, in Hardy brown
card box, circa 1906
£350-550

276
A scarce J&A McNab 4" Perth style
rosewood and brass salmon fly reel,
turned bone baluster handle on brass
winding plate, riveted bridge foot, quadruple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism, circa
1885
£150-200

276a
A Hardy Elarex multiplying bait casting
reel, chrome casing, reverse tapered ebonite
handles on off-set crank handle, level-line
mechanism, ribbed alloy foot, little used, in
original cream card box and a Hardy Hardex
No.II Mk.II threadline casting reel and spare
spool, ebonite handle and drum, chromed
spool housing, half wire line guide (2)
£100-150

277
A good Norfolk split reed eel trap of
tapered conical form, flared base and side
mounted fish hole, 52" long
£100-150

277a
A woven willow Norfolk eel trap of
flared conical form, tapered neck, 35" long
£70-100

278
A Hardy Neroda bakelite trout fly box,
tortoiseshell finish, interior fitted chenille fly
bars and a similar Hardy Neroda trout fly
box, ox blood finish, 19240’s (2)
£150-200

278a
An M.P. sportsman’s knife, fitted seven
stainless steel tools, hinged shackle and
chamfered rectangular steel side plates
£70-100

279
A pair of Edwardian antler rod holders,
each with five antler points mounted onto
shaped oak back panels, 34" long
£150-200

279a
A similar pair of rod holders with three
antler points, 25" long
£120-160

280
A scarce Farlow leather trout tackle
case, burgundy baize lined interior with
k=lift-out tackle tray and compartmentalised
base, brass latch lock and twin wrap around
strap carrying handle (restored), lid stamped
“W.H.W.” William Henry Whitbread
(Brewery owner), 15" x 10" x 8" (see
illustration)
£300-500

280a
An Edwardian leather tackle case,
canvas lined interior with two lift-out tackle
trays and fitted reel/tackle compartments to
base, brass mounts and hasp lock, twin wrap-
around straps and leather carrying handle
£200-400

281
An Edwardian mahogany fly dresser’s
cabinet, fall front door, interior fitted six
drawers each with brass bun handle, top with
recessed brass carrying handle, circa 1910
£200-300

282
A David Slater 4" walnut Nottingham
centre pin combination reel, solid drum
with twin horn handles and central brass
slipper latch, brass annular line guide and
starback foot with sliding optional check
mechanism, foot stancheon stamped maker
name and patent details, circa 1895
£100-150
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282a
A scarce Sherriff, Glasgow Perth style
4" salmon fly reel, domed cow horn
handle on brass winding plate, rosewood end
plates, bridge foot (neatly filed), quadruple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism, winding
plate engraved makers details, circa 1895
£140-180

283
A rare Eaton & Deller 21/4" brass
folding handle trout winch, turned
ivorine handle on straight crank winding arm
with spring lock, cut-away rim handle recess,
triple cage pillars, riveted block foot, rear
raised check housing and fixed click check
mechanism, faceplate scroll engraved makers
details and previous owners initials, a rarely
seen size, circa 1875 
£180/260

283a
A 19th Century 4" brass crank wind
salmon winch, turned ivory handle, on
curved crank winding arm, block foot,
quadruple cage pillars, rear raised check
housing and fixed check mechanism, circa
1880
£90-130

283b
A Hardy Hotspur line drier, black painted
metal winding arms, alloy “G” clamp table
fitting, in original Hardy metal edged brown
card box and a Hardy Gut Substitute line
winder, brass arms, wooden bulbous handle
(2)
£80-120

284
A rare Hardy 1897 line winder, bulbous
ebonite handle on short straight brass crank
winding arm, four threaded line supports no
green painted “U” shaped iron support with
brass thumb screw table fitting, winding arm
stamped makers name, very good overall
condition and in original sliding top wooden
case, circa 1900 
£160-240

284a
A Hardy Uniqua 31/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver telephone drum latch, fixed Mk.II check
mechanism, faceplate lightly scratched
previous owners name otherwise in good
overall condition, 1930’s
£100-150

285
A scarce Chas Farlow 31/4" brass
folding handle salmon winch, turned
ivory handle on waited straight crank
winding arm, block foot stamped “2”, triple
cage pillars, rear raised check housing, fixed
mechanism, faceplate scroll engraved makers
details, circa 1880
£160-220

285a
A rare Malloch Sun and Planet Brass
Faced 3" trout fly reel, waisted ivorine
handle with patent anti-reverse gearing
mechanism, alloy drum and cage with waisted
brass foot and triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate with raised central boss
and stamped enclosed oval logo, small chip to
handle base and light wear from normal use
only, a rarely seen model circa 1910 
£160-240

286
A Hardy Super Silex 31/4" bait casting
reel, twin ebonite handles, spring drum
latch, jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed brass
foot, ivorine rim mounted casting trigger and
rear quadrant weight indicator with nickel
silver rim tensions crew, 1928 rear pressure
brake, backplate scratched previous owners
name otherwise good overall condition
1930’s
£150-200

286a
A good Malloch 4" brass side casting
reel, tapered cow horn handle, swivelling
brass foot with integral line guide, non
reversible drum, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate stamped oval logo, retaining much
of the original bronze patina, circa 1900
£60-90
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286b
A good Eaton & Deller 3" brass and
ebonite trout fly reel, baluster cow horn
handle, bridge foot, triple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate with raised
central boss and script engraved makers
details, circa 1890
£150-200

287
A very rare L.G. Gough 5" alloy centre
pin long trotting reel, shallow cored drum
with twin composition handles, wide lipped
“batting” rim, spring release latch and central
raised brass tension adjusting screw, brass
foot, rear plate with brass spindle nut on
slightly raised boss, 1930’s (see illustration)
£500-800

** One of only five examples made by the
famous Avon roach angler and engineer Lloyd
Gladstone Gough, the reel is sold with a
Certificate of Provenance stating this
example is no.3/5 along with a small quantity
of other related ephemera

288
A Hardy Nottingham 31/2" Silex action
walnut centre pin reel, twin ivorine
handles, milled brass drum tension nut,
Bickerdyke line guide, rim mounted brake
lever, brass starback foot stamped makers
details, good overall condition, circa 1912
£150-250

289
A rare Hardy Super Silex 4" left hand
wind bait casting reel, shallow cored rum
with twin ebonite handles, spring release
latch and jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed
brass foot, rim mounted ivorine casting
trigger, rear quadrant weight indicator and
nickel silver rim tension screw, light wear
from normal use only, 1930’s
£250-350

290
A rare Hardy Unique salmon fly
reservoir, the rectangular cabinet with fall
front door opening to reveal ten drawers and
a lower moth ball compartment, drawers
each fitted with ivorine bun handle, inset
number disc, two index tablets and rows of
nickel silver spring fly clips, holding a small
collection of salmon flies, door interior with
ivorine strip and rectangular trade plaque, ,
brass lock, recessed carrying handle and
name plate, hairline crack to door front
otherwise good overall condition, circa 1910
(see illustration)
£2000-3000

291
A good Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 41/2"
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, alloy
bridge foot (neatly shortened), brass
strapped rim tension screw with Turk’s head
locking nut and early calliper spring check
mechanism, slightly contracted drum with
four rim cusps and central nickel silver
retaining screw, faceplate stamped open oval
and straight line logos’ reel retains virtually
all of the original dark bronze patina and lead
finish, circa 1898 (see illustration)
£500-800

292
A rare Hardy Match Fisher’s 31/4"
turntable reel, alloy backplate with twin
ebonite handle, swivelling ribbed brass foot,
with nickel silver wire pick-up line guide,
dishes and shallow cored spool, rear plate
stamped make and model details, very good
condition and a rarely seen model produced
193701939 only (see illustration)
£350-550

292a
A Farlow & Co. 4" plate wind salmon fly
reel, domed ivory handle, block foot,
stamped fish logo, quadruple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, rear plate script
engraved makers details, circa 1895 and in
block leather case, lid stamped rarely seen
oval logo
£90-130
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293
A rare Hardy Zephyr Dry Fly Oil Bottle
brass cannister with spring loaded upper
section with milled collar and twin nickel
silver support arm, rosewood and cork
stopper, base section stamped royal coat of
arm and makers details, circa 1910 (see
illustration)
£250-350

293a
A very rare Hardy waistcoat oil bottle,
circular ivorine side panels, celluloid
receptacle and screw cap with brush
applicator, side panels stamped makers
details, 15/8" diameter, in original card box,
1920’s (see illustration)
£300-400

294
A good Hardy Silex No.2 4" bait
casting reel, slotted drum with twin ivorine
handles and three screw release latch, cut-
away rim section, brass foot, rim mounted
ivorine casting trigger and milled brass drum
tension screw, reel retains virtually all the
original dark lead finish, in metal edged card
box, circa 1913
£150-250

294a
An early Silex Major 31/2" bait casting
reel, slotted rum with twin ivorine handles,
spring release latch and jewelled spindle
bearing, brass foot, rim mounted ivorine
casting trigger, rear nickel silver tension
regulator, light wear from normal use only,
circa 1923
£140-180

295
A rare Hardy Mr. Mallet’s Pattern
Dorado Longstone 5" sea centre pin
reel, Duralumin construction , sold drum
(no perforations with reverse tapered
ebonite handle, nickel silver counter-balance
and central milled drum tension adjuster,
ribbed alloy foot, nickel silver Bickerdyke line
guide with raw hide binding for additional
auxiliary drum braking, further smaller
rawhide bound line guide drum bake, rim
mounted optional check lever, backplate
stamped make and model details, very good
overall condition and in Hardy brown card
box, circa 1936 (see illustration)
£500-800

296
A rare Hardy Improved Ocean Reel,
Ventilated Model, 1900-1910, the 6"
walnut drum with twin tapered horn handles,
ventilated front flange, alloy back and brass
telephone release latch, brass Bickerdyke line
guide, rim mounted Silex action brake lever,
walnut backplate with brass lining and
starback foot, stamped makers details, a
rarely seen model produced for one year
only (see Drewett J.: Hardy Brothers… pg.
387) (see illustration)
£450-650

297
A rare Hardy Special Perfect 31/4"
trout fly reel, ivorine handle on raised
faceplate with unusual alloy stepped spindle
boss, brass foot, triple cage pillars, nickel
silver rim tensions crew and Mk.II check
mechanism, faceplate stamped makers details
and “Made for Honeyman Hardware Co.,
Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.”, only light wear
from normal use, 1920’s (see illustration)
£600-900
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298
A rare Coxon Aerial model 4104-T1
narrow drum 4" centre pin reel, caged
and six spoked ebonite flanged drum with
twin tapered horn handles and single drum
release fork, walnut backplate with starback
foot and sliding optional check button with
calliper check mechanism, small chip to front
drum flange beneath handle plate, circa 1905
(see illustration)
£350-550

298a
A scarce Hardy St. George Junior 29/16"
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, ribbed alloy
foot, two screw drum latch, white agate line
guide (one fine hairline crack), rim mounted
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
light wear from normal use only, 1940’s
£300-400

299
A good Hardy Perfect 33/4" salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, nickel silver drum screw, light
wear to lead finish only, circa 1930
£300-400

299a
A Hardy Super Silex 4" bait casting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles, spring release latch and jewelled
spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver
milled rim tension screw, light wear only,
1930’s
£250-350

300
A fine and exceptionally rare Hardy
Cascapedia 3/0 multiplier salmon fly
reel and original block leather case,
ebonite and nickel silver construction with
2.5:1 ratio gearing, counter-balanced
serpentine crank handle set within an anti-
foul rim, bridge foot stamped “27”, triple
drum pillars (two double roller), rear plate
with central seven point graduated tension
adjuster with red heightened indicators and
“on” and “off” to each end, early (pre 1934)
sliding milled disc optional check adjuster,
faceplate with inset alumin medallion “The
Cascapedia size 3/0, Made by Hardy Bros.
Ltd.Alnwick, England” inset two further royal
appointment medallions, sold with the very
rarely seen original red velvet lined block
leather case, circa 1932, both reel and case
are in overall excellent condition with little
signs of use (see illustration)
£8000-11000

** Hardy factory records show only thirty
nine model 3/0 Cascapedia reels having been
produced between 1931-39 (see Drewett J.:
Hardy Brothers…. pgs. 212-216)

301
John Searle: two monochrome pen and
ink illustrations from the book Red
Letter Days, illustrations for the chapter
heading by Mick Bowles and Bruce Vaughan,
framed and glazed, image 4" x 6"
£130-180

302
Bernard Venables: Stalking Chub on the
Chalk Streams, watercolour, signed,
framed and glazed, 251/2" x 33" overall (see
illustration)
£800-1200

303
Bernard Venables: Angler playing a fish
on the Avon, watercolour, signed, framed
and glazed, 271/2" x 35"
£800-1200
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304
A rare Fochaber’s gouache painting of
a salmon, naturalistically rendered and
mounted onto a cartridge paper backboard
with applied legend “Hvilested, Stor Pool,
Sundal, Norway, July 1903, 32lbs, Killed by F.
Gunnis”, oak framed and glazed, 17" x 491/2"
£1200-1600
305

A fine and very rare J. Cooper & Sons
case of two Ruffe and a Dace, mounted
in a naturalistic setting of aquatic vegetation,
bow front case, blue backboard with applied
Radnor St. trade label, circa 1917-18, ( war-
time example lacking the gold leaf
decoration), 16" wide (see illustration)
£3500-5500

306
A Staffordshire pottery sherry barrel,
transfer decorated with a central vignette of
a salmon, grilse and parr within gilt lined
borders, 111/2" high
£70-100

307
A good Homer Pike, mounted amongst
aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined and bow
fronted case, gilt inscribed “Caught at Ross-
on-Wye, Jan. 22nd 1946, weight 22lbs”, trade
label to top left corner, 441/2" wide (see
illustration)
£700-1000

308
H.L. Rolfe: Salmon coming to the gaff,
oil on canvas, signed, framed, 113/4" x 173/4"
(see illustration)
£1000-1500

309
A. Roland Knight: Pike coming to the
gaff, oil on canvas, signed, framed, 113/4" x
173/4" (see illustration)
£700-1000

310
A fine J. Cooper & Sons Roach mounted
in a naturalistic setting within a flat front
showcase, gilt inscribed “Roach, 2lbs 131/2ozs,
Caught by F.J. Young at Banbury Res., 12th
Oct. 1947”, graduated green/grey backboard,
Bath Rd. trade label to lid interior, 201/2" wide
(see illustration)
£600-900

311
A good Homer Perch mounted in a
naturalistic aquatic setting, gilt lined bow
front case gilt inscribed “Caught by M.C.
Knight, Aug. 8th 1947 Weight 2lbs 13/4ozs”,
trade label to top right corner, backboard
with painted reed decoration, 191/2" wide
(see illustration)
£600-900

312
A good Homer Perch mounted in a
naturalistic aquatic setting, gilt lined bow
front case gilt inscribed “Caught by M.C.
Knight Jan 5th 1948, Weight 2lb 71/2ozs”,
trade label to top left corner, backboard with
painted reed decoration, 201/2"
£600-900

313
A fine J. Cooper & Sons Brown Trout,
mounted amongst aquatic vegetation in a gilt
lined and bow front case with rectangular
ivorine legend plaque “Brown Trout, Blagdon
Lake, 4th October 1955,Weight 4lbs 7 ozs”,
graduated grey/green backboard, 25" wide
(see illustration)
£700-1000

314
A shadow box frame displaying five
mayflies tied by Richard Walker with a
John Searle print of Richard Walker and Peter
Stone and a printed plate signed by Sue
Stone stating “These Mayflies were tied by
the late Richard Walker for his great friend
and my late husband Peter Stone”, limited
edition numbered 7/7, 121/2" x 18" overall
£200-300
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315
A scarce Royal Doulton Izaac
Waltonware twin handled beaker, twin
serpent handles, running decoration of 17th
Century gentlemen anglers within a tree
border, signed Noke, 4" high (see illustration)
£100-150

316
A Royal Doulton Izaac Waltonware
twin handle vase, of slightly flared form
decorated with anglers, tree border and
interior running verse border and a scarce
Izaac Waltonware tobacco jar of similar
design, lacking lid, both signed Noke (2)
£120-160

317
Three Royal Doulton Izaac
Waltonware items; a spill vase, 3" high, a
square shaped candlestick, 63/4" high and a
twin handled sugar bowl, repaired, all signed
Noke (3)
£90-130

317a
An acid etched glass vase of flared form
decorated with fish amongst aquatic flora,
epns rim, running floral border, 43/4" high
£40-70

318
A Royal Doulton “The Poacher” Toby
jug, polychrome decorated with stylised
leaping salmon handle, no. D.6429, 6" high and
a Royal Doulton Toby jug “The Lobster Man”
similar design, no. D 6617, 71/2" high (2)
£70-100

319
A carved wooden model of a Brook
Trout, the half block fish naturalistically
painted and mounted on oak backboard with
applied brass plaque “Brook Trout 5lbs 13ozs
Carved by A.J. Hall November 1989”, 27"
wide
£150-250

320
H.L. Rolfe: Otter with Salmon on a
rocky bank side, oil on canvas, signed and
dated 1867, framed, 173/4" x 233/4" (see
illustration)
£4000-6000

321
A J. Cooper & Sons Brown Trout
mounted in a naturalistic setting of aquatic
vegetation, gilt lined bow front case, blue
backboard with hand-written legend plaque
“Salmon Trout Caught by J. Sires in River
Freys, September 26th 1896, Weight 2lbs”,
Radnor ST. trade label to top left corner, 22"
wide
£500-800

322
A Dace by J. Cooper & Sons set amongst
aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined and bow
fronted case, hand-written legend plate to
backboard “Dace, Caught by John Colley at
Rugely River Trent, October 4th 1896, weight
113/4 ozs”, Radnor St. trade label to top left
corner, Highgate Society competition label to
verso, 16" wide (see illustration)
£700-1000

323
A Chub mounted in a naturalistic river bed
setting within a gilt lined and bow fronted
case with gilt inscription “Chub 7lbs 1oz
Caught by A.C. Mann, River Kennet,
Thatcham, March 11th 1994”, blue backboard
with A. Hall taxidermy label, 271/2" wide
£450-650

324
A Grayling mounted in a naturalistic river
bed setting within a gilt lined bow fronted
case, gilt inscribed “Grayling, Caught by L.J.
Waterman, River Frome, Dorset, Sept. 21st
1998,Wgt. 3lbs 9ozs”,A. Hall taxidermy label
to top left corner, 221/2" wide
£450-650
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325
A J. Cooper & Sons Chub set amongst
aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined and bow
fronted case, blue backboard with hand-
written legend plaque “Caught by E. Pearce in
River Mease, Jan 22nd 1922,Wgt. 3lbs 14ozs
3drms”, Radnor St. trade label to top right
corner, 25" wide (see illustration)
£600-900

326
A J. Cooper & Sons Perch in naturalistic
river bed setting, gilt lined and bow fronted
case, blue backboard, 191/2" wide
£450-650

327
A J. Cooper & Sons Roach mounted
amongst aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined
and bow fronted case, blue backboard with
Radnor St. trade label to top right corner, 19"
wide
£500-800

328
An early J. Cooper Perch mounted in a
naturalistic setting within a flat fronted
showcase, blue painted backboard with early
Radnor St. paper trade label to top left
corner, 161/2" wide
£450-650

329
A.Roland Knight:Children of the Stream,
still life mixed bag of Pike, Perch, Brown Trout,
Barbel and Roach with float, rod, reel and bait
kettle, oil on canvas, signed, framed, verso titled,
151/2" x 231/2" (see illustration)
£1500-2000

330
A rare J. Cooper Thames Trout unusually
mounted laying upon a grassy river bank
within a slope fronted and gilt lined
showcase, blue backboard with applied hand-
written legend plate “Taken by T. Walker in
the Thames at Teddington, 5th August 1881,
weight 15lbs 9ozs”, blue painted backboard
with early Radnor St. trade label to top left
corner, sympathetically restored, 401/2" wide
(see illustration)
£2000-3000

331
C. Jardine: Rainbow Trout taking
damsel nymphs, watercolour, signed, verso
presentation details, framed and glazed, 18" x
273/4" overall
£400-600

332
A good Homer Bream mounted in a
naturalistic setting of aquatic vegetation
within a gilt lined and bow frointed case, gilt
inscribed “Bream 5lbs Caught by B.W.B.
Brooks, River Axe, 15th July 1925”, green
backboard painted reed decoration and with
trade label to top left hand corner, 29" wide
£600-900

333
A good J. Cooper & Sons Grayling
mounted in river bed setting within a gilt
lined and bow fronted showcase with gilt
inscription “Grayling 1lb 71/4ozs Caught by J.
Ellis at Yeddingham, Jan. 15th 1933”, 20" wide
(see illustration)
£700-1000

334
A mounted 533lbs. Pacific Blue Marlin
bill, rectangular oak backboard with painted
legend details, 351/2" wide
£100-150

335
H.L. Rolfe: Still life of Perch and Roach
with balsa bodied float to foreground, oil on
canvas, signed and dated 1870, framed, 111/2"
x 171/2" (see illustration)
£2000-3000

336
A Rainbow Trout plaster cast,
naturalistically painted and mounted on
rectangular chamfered mahogany backboard
with brass name plate, 28" wide
£100-150
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337
A Homer Roach set amongst aquatic
vegetation within a gilt lined and bow fronted
case with gilt inscription “Roach 2lb 2ozs
Caught at Gringleford by S.A. Baxter, 29th
Sept. 1934”, green backboard with painted
reed decoration and applied paper trade
label to top right corner, 201/2" wide (see
illustration)
£650-950

338
A case of three Perch mounted amongst
aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined and bow
front case with gilt inscription “Perch ~ Taken
by Robert James, Lake Windermere, Sept.
28th 1991,Wgt. 2lbs 3ozs, 2lbs 14ozs”,A. Hall
taxidermy label to top right corner, 261/2"
wide
£400-600

339
An Atlantic Salmon head mounted in a
river bed setting within a bow front and gilt
lined cabinet with apllied legend plaque to
backboard “Atlantic Salmon, Scotland 1994”
A. Hall taxidermy label to top right corner,
11" wide
£150-250

340
James Heron (fl. 1873-1919): On the Tay
near Ballinluig, watercolour, signed, verso
ink inscribed with details of the south end of
the Kinnaird beat, framed and glazed 111/2" x
191/2" 
£400-600

341
A rare Doulton Jedo pattern plate
decorated with a central panel of two 17th
Century anglers, signed “Noke” within a
scrolling cartouche border and a similar
plate, both verso transfer labelled Doulton
Burslem mark and “Jedo”, 101/4" diameter (2)
£120-180

341a
Three similar Doulton Jedo pattern
plates, 101/4" diameter (2)
£140-180

342
A Royal Doulton Izaac Waltonware
Gallant Fisher’s series shallow dish,
polychrome decorated with two 17th
Century angler’s fishing on a wall with verse
border “Of Creation There is None so Free
as Fishing is Alone”, 91/2" diam. and a
matching 101/2" dinner plate, hairline cracked
(2)
£90-130

343
A scarce J. Cooper & Sons Pike head
mounted in a naturalistic river bed setting
within a square picture showcase, ivorine
legend plaque “Pike 21lbs, 41” long, Caught
by D.Wild, in River Rother, Pulborough, 17th
Sept. 1950”, green/grey graduated backboard
with Bath St. paper trade label, 121/2" wide
£300-500

344
A T.E. Gunn Pike mounted in a setting of
aquatic vegetation within a flat fronted
showcase, paper trade label to rear of case,
411/2" wide, sold with the Fishing Gazette
pike bung and snap tackle used to catch the
fish
£250-450

345
A. Roland Knight:A Leap for Liberty, oil
on canvas, signed, framed, restored, 153/4" x
233/4" (see illustration)
£700-1000

346
W.D. Guthrie: Waiting for a Nibble,
watercolour, signed and dated 1880, framed
and glazed, image 141/2" x 91/2" (se
illustration)
£300-500
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347
A Salmon mounted into a J. Cooper &
Sons case and set within a riverbed scene
within a gilt lined and bow fronted case, blue
backboard bears printed legend label
“Salmon taken by J.S. Moore, River Tay, July
9th 1904, Weight 31lbs 8ozs”, case bears
Radnor St. trade label to top right corner,
case has been extensively restored
£1000-1500

347a
A Perch by J. Cooper & Sons mounted in
an aquatic setting within a gilt lined and bow
fronted case, blue backboard with applied
legend plate “Perch Caught by A. Allen at
Rickmansworth, August 25th 1907”, Radnor
ST. label to top left corner, restored, 18" wide
£300-500

348
A J. Cooper & Son Pike mounted in a
naturalistic riverbed setting, gilt lined and
bow fronted showcase, gilt inscribed “Caught
by H.W. Taylor in Lough Conn, Ireland, Oct.
1892,Weight 30lbs”, Radnor St. trade label to
top right corner, 521/2" wide (see illustration)
£800-1200

349
An important mounted 411/2lbs Irish
Pike mounted by W.J. Connolly, set with
a flat front showcase amongst aquatic
vegetation and with interior legend plaque
“Caught on rod and line by Mr. J.Allen while
fishing with Mr. L. Earl & Mr. J. Bass on Lough
Sheelin, Eire 13/10/46,Weight 411/2lbs, Length
4' 31/2", Girth 25", Mounted by W.J.
Connolly”, paper trade label to bottom left
corner, front panel loose, 561/2" wide (see
illustration)
£1500-2500

** The above fish is featured as No.81 in Fred
Buller’s Domesday Book of Mammoth Pike,
(pg. 166)

350
A very large mounted Tarpon displayed
within a flat front display case and with gilt
inscription incorrectly describing the fish as;
“Great Nile River Perch (Perkus Miserius)
Killed by Ernest Hemingway on the Banks of
the Nile at Alexandria, Oct.V 1922”, interior
decorated with dried grasses and blue
painted back and side boards, front glass
panel is cracked and gilt beading a.f. and the
case requires some internal restoration
work, fish approximately 170-200lbs in
weight, case 85" wide, possibly mounted by
Vom Hofe’s of N.Y.
£1500-2500

350a
A. Binbeds (?): Still life of two Brown
Trout, gouache, signed, in beaded oak frame,
image 131/4" x 211/4"
£150-250

351
A fine case of three large Tench by J.
Cooper & Sons, mounted in a naturalistic
bank side setting of aquatic vegetation within
a gilt lined and bow fronted case, gilt
inscribed “Tench ~ 51/2lb, 6lb, 61/2lb, Caught
by D. Williams on the Severn”, graduated
grey/green backboard with applied Bath Rd.
trade label to top right corner, 46" wide (see
illustration)
£1800-2600

351a
19th Century still life study of Cod and
Oysters, oil on canvas, probably Dutch,
plaster gilt frame, 211/2" x 291/2" 
£350-550

352
J. Mivey(?): Rainbow Trout, watercolour
with central fish surrounded by a border of
flies, angler and Normanton Church, Rutland
Water, signed and dated ’90, framed and
glazed, image 131/4" x 191/4"
£70-100
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353
An extremely rare J. Cooper & Sons
case of two large Eels mounted amongst
aquatic vegetation in a gilt lined and bow
fronted showcase, blue backboard with
paper legend plate “Eel aught on Nov. 6th
1903 & Jan. 29th 1904, River Avon
Christchurch by Mr. R. George & Mr. P.G.
Mason of the Dalston Angling Club, weights
5lbs 7ozs & 3lbs 2ozs”, paper Radnor St.
trade label to top left corner, 49" wide (see
illustration)
£2500-4500

353a
A good Chub by J. Cooper & Sons,
mounted in a naturalistic setting within a gilt
lined and bow fronted showcase, gilt
inscribed “Chub, Caught at Hardwick,
December 11th 1906, Weight 51/2lbs”, blue
backboard with paper Radnor St. trade label
to top left corner, 271/2" wide (see
illustration)
£600-900

354
A J. Cooper Roach/Rudd hybrid
mounted in a naturalistic setting of aquatic
vegetation, blue backboard with applied
legend plaque; “Roach Caught on Sept. 21st
1882 in the River Severn, Shrewsbury by M.T.
Squire, Member of the Izaak Walton Angling
Society Crewe,Weight 4lbs 1oz.”, 23" wide
£650-950

354a
A J. Cooper & Sons Tench mounted in a
naturalistic setting of aquatic vegetation
within a gilt lined and bow fronted display
case, (replacement glass), blue backboard
with applied paper legend plate “Caught on
the Anerly Canal by Mr A. Glynes, 7th June
1868”, 18" wide
£200-300

355
A cast of a Perch naturalistically painted
and mounted on a bevelled oak backboard
with applied ivorine plaque “Perch 4lb from
Bure Valley Lake, 19th May 1991”, 221/2" wide
£100-150

356
A Roach by J. Cooper & Sons mounted in
a setting of aquatic vegetation within a gilt
lined and bow fronted case, blue backboard
with paper legend plaque “Roach Caught by
W. Bunce in the Lea Sept. 4th 1909, Weight
1lb 9ozs”, Radnor St. trade label to top left
corner, 20" wide
£450-650

356a
A Char mounted in naturalistic setting with
a gilt lined and bow fronted show case, gilt
inscribed “Char, Caught by J. Unsworth, Lake
Windemere, North Basin, April 15th 1995”,
green backboard with A. Hall taxidermy label,
16" wide
£200-300

357
H.L. Rolfe: Still life study of three
Brown Trout in rocky landscape, oil on
board, framed with gilt plaque “Brown Trout
~ H.L. Rolfe 1865/1870”, 17" x 261/2" (see
illustration)
£2000-3000

358
A J. Cooper & Sons Tench set amongst
aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined flat
fronted case, blue backboard with applied
paper legend plaque “Caught by G. Cresswell,
June 23rd 1915, Radnor Mere,Alderley Park,
Weight 4lbs 12ozs”, Radnor St. trade label to
top right corner, 263/4" wide
£500-800

358a
A Roach mounted by J.E. Shelbourne
within a naturalistic riverbed setting, gilt lined
bow front case gilt inscribed “Roach, Caught
by T. Stockley, River Minster, 12th July 1963,
Weight 3lbs 5ozs 10drms”, paper trade label
to rear of case, 213/4" wide
£350-550
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359
A Royal Doulton Izaac Waltonware
rectangular serving dish and five
matching side plates each polychrome
transfer decorated with 17th Century
gentleman anglers within running tree and
verse borders, signed Noke (6)
£130-180

359a
A rare Doulton Jedo pattern plate
decorated with a central panel of two 17th
Century anglers, signed “Noke” within a
scrolling cartouche border 
£70-100

359b
A Woods Ivory ware part dinner
service, oval serving plate and six plates,
each piece transfer decorated with a central
fish and gilt lined border (7)
£30-50

Books & Catalogues

360
Watkins-Pitchford D.J. (B.B.): A Carp
Water (Wood Pool), 1958 1st ed., Putnam
London, signed by the author, frontis, map
and text illust. by the author, in original d.w.
£180-260

361
Watkins-Pitchford D.J. (B.B.): A Carp
Water (Wood Pool), 1996 ltd. Ed. 16/77,
emb. Black cf. bdg with pict. Panel and two
further Medlar Press ltd. ed. leather bound
B.B. vols; The Whopper, no.88/98 and Be
Quiet and Go A Angling (Traherne), no.
88/95, in slip cases (3)
£150-250

362
Drewett J.: Hardy Brothers, The
Masters, The Men and their Reels, ltd.
ed. 92/125, signed by the author, facs. shares
certificate pasted into front leaf, colour, b/w
illus. throughout text, full tan cf. bdg., in slip
case
£350-450

363
Miller R.:The Complete Barbel Angler,
h.d., d.w. and a collection of other modern
h.b. and p.b. angling related books and trout
& Salmon magazines (Q)
£50-80

364
Tombleson’s Panoramic map of the
River Thames, hand. col. folding map, green
rexine bdg., gilt dec. and The Oarsman’s and
Angler’s Map of the River Thames, folding
map. green rexine bdg. (2)
£150-250

365
Turner G.: Fishing Tackle:The Ultimate
Collector’s Guide, 2009 ltd. ed. 32/50,
black cf. bdg. with gilt ribbed spine, g.e., insert
certificate, gilt dec. slip case
£300-400

366
Brookes R.: The Art of Angling, 1766
London 3rd ed., 135 woodcuts, 19th Cent, cf.
bdg,
£100-150

366a
Hardy Angler’s Guide, 43rd ed., 1920,
pict. cover
£70-100

367
Blacker W m.: The Art of Fly Making
comprising, 1855 London, b/w frontis, 22
plts., 17 being hand col., hf. cf. bdg., ribbed
spine, marbled boards, ex lib.
£500-800

368
Aldam W.H.: A Quaint Treatise on
“Flees and the Art a Artificial Flee
Making”, London 1876, 24 actual flies and
materials (one lacking) in 22 oval recessed
mounts, 2 col. litho plts, orig. dec. green bdg.,
spine strengthened, ex libris
£800-1200
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369
The Sporting Magazine 4 vols 1823-1826,
eng. plts. hf. cf. bdg. gilt dec spines, marbled
boards, spines weak (4)
£80-120

369a
Cholmondeley Pennell H: Modern
Improvements in Fishing Tackle, 1887, wood
engs. hf. morr. bdg. and two further vols;
Stewart W.C.: Practical Angler, 1855 3rd ed
and Walton & Cotton:The Compleat Angler,
1825 Hawkins ed. (3)
£100-150

370
Dunne J.W.: Sunshine and the Dry-Fly,
1924 1st ed., clo. bdg.; St John C.:Wild Sports
& Natural History of the Highlands, 50 illust.
and two other vols.: Beckman’s History of
Inventions with a section on carp
management (4)
£80-120

370a
Thomas Bland & Son Illustrated Price
List for 1876, guns and accessories with a
section of S. Allcock tackle, b/w text illust.
and a collection of various tackle/book
catalogues/price lists, various dealers
including Maxton Graham,Adams,Ayers et al
£70-100

371
Bickerdyke J.: Book of the All-Round
Angler, 4th ed., photo. illust. b/w text illust.
and three further vols; Zane grey:Tales of the
Angler’s Eldorado; Buckland J.: Log Book of a
Fisherman and Salter’s Guide to the Thames
(4)
£80-120

371A
Roger P. & Burke S. (ed): The Book of
the Perch, 1990, photo. illust., d.w. and five
further vols. on Grayling, salmon et al (6)
£100-150

372
Yates C.:The Deepening Pool, 1990, h.b.
d.w. photo. illust., Clifford K.: A History of
Carp, h.b. and a quantity of other h.b. books
mainly on coarse fishing and a part set of 16
HTCT series, some with d.w.’s (Q)
£80-120

373
Venables B.: Fishing for Pike with Mr
Cherry and Jim, 1965, p.b., b/w illust.;
Rickards B. & Fickling N.: Zander, h.b. photo.
illust. and a collection of other h.b. books on
pike, zander and specimen fish angling (Q)
£70-100

374
Jardine Sir. Wm.: British Salmonidae,
1979 ltd. Ed. 399/500 facs. copy of the 1839-
45 original, 12 col. plates, text illust. large
folio, qt. brown morr. bdg., slip case
£160-240

375
Fisher P.: The Angler’s Souvenir, 1886,
full pg. and margin illust. and four further vols;
Marston (ed): Fishing For Pleasure; Dovedale
Revisited; The Amateur Angler in Dovedale
and An Old Man’s Holiday, all clo. bdg. (5)
£80-120

376
Buller F.: Pike, 1971 1st ed., b/w photo
illust., d.w. and Buller Pike and the Pike
Angler, 1981, d.w. b/w photo illust. with typed
letter from the author, dated 30th December
1982 (2)
£70-100

377
Durnford Rev. Richard: The Diary of a
Test Fisherman 1809-1819, 1911
Winchester, uncut, frontis portrait, hf. tan cf.
bdg., ribbed spine
£60-90

378
Halford F.M.: An Angler’s
Autobiography, 1st ed. 1903, eng. portrait
frontis, illust. plts., hf. green morr. Bdg. with
ribbed and gilt dec. spine
£130-180
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379
Halford F.M.: The Dry-Fly Man’s
Handbook, 1913 1st ed., frontis, 43 plts., hf.
green morr. bdg., ribbed spine with gilt dec.
£100-150

380
Gibbinson J.A.: Carp, 1968 1st ed., Richard
Walker Angling Library Series, b/w photo
illust., b/w illust. throughout text, signed by
the author, d.w., scarce 
£80-120

381
Richard Walker Angling Library: 3 vols;
Righyni R.V.: Grayling, 1968 1st ed.; Lawrie
W.H.: Modern Trout Flies, 1972 1st ed. and
Oglesby A.: Salmon, 1971 1st ed., d.w.’s (3)
£70-100

382
Clifford K. & Arbury L.: Redmire Pool,
1984 1st ed., h.b., d.w., photo illust. with
typed letter from Kevin Cliford, dated 6/8/85
and Clifford K.: A History of Carp Fishing,
1992 1st ed., h.b., d.w., with typed letter from
the author dated 9th Nov. 1991
£80-120

383
“Piscator”: The Practical Angler, 1842,
frontis, steel eng. plts., brown clo.
£60-90

384
Webster D.: The Angler and the Loop
Rod, 1885, frontis, hand col. plt of flies, two
further vols. Of Scottish interest and a typed
letter from P.D.Malloch dated 15th June 1925
(4)
£80-120

385
Cholmondeley Pennell H.:The Book of
the Pike, 1865 1st ed., hand col. frontis, b/w
text drawings and three further vols; The
Modern Practical Angler, 1870, col. frontis of
flies; Fishing Gossip, 1866, illust and The
Angler Naturalist, 1863, all with hf. tan cf.
bdgs (4)
£120-180

386
Drewett J.:Hardy Brothers,The Masters,
The Men and their Reels, ltd. ed. 90/125,
signed by the author, facs. shares certificate
pasted into front leaf, colour, b/w illus.
throughout text, full tan cf. bdg., in slip case
£350-450

387
Skues G.E.M.:The Way of A Trout with
a Fly, 1928 2 nd ed., 3 plts. (2 col.), modern
hf. cf. tan bdg., ribbed spine
£40-70

388
A Hardy Perfect 27/8" trout fly reel with
replacement frame and now fitted as a
left hand wind model, ivorine handle,
brass foot, red agate line guide (no cracks),
rim strapped tension screw and 1912 check
mechanism, drum with four rim cusps and
central nickel silver retaining screw, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, signs of re-
leading (see illustration)
£350-550

389
A rare Hardy Perfect 21/2" wide
drummed trout fly reel, ivorine handle on
milled brass collar, brass foot, strapped rim
tension screw and early calliper spring check
mechanism, ventilated drum with nickel silver
retaining screw, faceplate stamped Rod in
Hand trade mark and straight line logo, light
wear from normal use only, circa 1903 (see
illustration)
£700-1000

390
A Hardy Altex No. 2 Mk.IIII fixed spool
reel, folding ebonite handle, full bail arm,
nickel silver spool tension nut and another
similar (2)
£90-130

391
A Hardy Marquis #10 light salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, alloy foot, rear tension
adjuster, with spare spool and a Hardy
Sunbeam 6/7 trout fly reel and two spare
spools of similar design (2)
£80-120
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392
A Penn International II 50SW big game
multiplier reel, gold anodised finish, large
crank composition “T” bar handle, rim sliding
drag adjuster, free spool lever and spindle
drum tension adjuster
£130-180

392a
A similar Penn International 50 big
game multiplier reel, ebonite handle, rim
lever drag, free spool lever
£130-180

393
A Hardy Longstone 4" sea centre pin
reel, twin ebonite handles, central nickel
silver drum tension nut, Bickerdyke line
guide, rear milled optional check button,
worn finish, in card box and a similar 5"
version, replacement tension nut, 1950’s (2)
£90-130

394
A Hardy Uniqua 35/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, nickel silver telephone drum
latch, brass foot, fixed Mk.II check, two
further Hardy reels, both damaged: a 31/2"
Eureka and a 4" Silex No.2 and f0our various
other reels (7)
£100-150

395
A Hardy Longstone 41/2" sea centre pin
reel, twin handles, Bickerdyke line guide,
rear optional check button, in zip case
19060’s, an Allcock Bell 6" sea centre pin reel
and two further sea reels (4)
£90-130

396
An Eton Sun Nottingham 6" walnut
and brass sea centre pin reel, twin
wooden handles, brass drum wing locking
nut, starback foot with optional check
button, and a Walker Bampton 6' cane boat
rod, green inter-whipped, brass fittings (2)
£80-120

397
A Carter & Co. 3" brass and ebonite
trout fly reel, perforated end plates, horn
handle, German silver rims, fixed check,
backplate cracked and a cane 3 piece (2 tips)
trout fly rod, 10'6", crimson inter-whipped,
with brass butt spear and bamboo tip tube
(no bag) (2)
£70-100

398
A good Hardy “Nocturnal Sea-Trout” 2
piece cane sea-trout fly rod, 10', blue silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint,
1957, very good condition, in bag
£160-240

398a
A Hardy “Hollolight” 3 piece hollow
built cane trout fly rod, 10', gold/black
tipped wraps, gold inter-whippings, anodised
sliding reel fitting, suction joints, 1961, in later
bag
£150-250

399
A Milward’s “Serviceman” 7 piece cane
travelling combination fly/spinning
trout rod, 7'6", crimson whippings, sliding
alloy reel fittings, suction joints, 3 tips, in bag
£100-150
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400

A rare and historically important
Hardy Unique salmon fly reservoir,
formerly the property of A.H.E.Wood,
the rectangular satin mahogany cabinet with
fall front door, opening to reveal ten sliding
fly drawers and lower moth ball
compartment, drawers with ivorine bun
handle and  two index tablets to facia, each
slide interior is fitted with  nickel silver bars
of spring fly clips and the upper two drawers
hold a fine collection of 104 low water
salmon flies tied by A.H.E.Wood, mostly Blue
Charms, drawer three has a collection of 92
Blue Charms and various other low
water/fully dressed patterns some of which
are also tied by Wood, the remaining seven
drawers house a superb collection of 230
fully dressed salmon irons of which 151 are
gut eyed examples, many various classic
patterns, including Dee and Spey flies tied on
large low water irons, the cabinet has a
recessed brass carry handle and inset plaque
to top engraved “A.H.E.Wood 3", the cabinet
is in overall good condition with one fine
hairline crack to the door panel only and is
sold with an un-named red velvet lined block
leather case with brass hasp lock, twin straps
and wrap-around carrying handle and a
limited edition copy of Wood A.H.E.: Greased
Line Fishing for Salmon, 1970, green clo., slip
case (see illustration)

£7000-10000

** Arthur H.E.Wood, an engineer by trade, is
credited with developing the technique of
greased (floating) line fishing for salmon;
advocating the use of much smaller flies and
lighter silk lines than was the norm for the
time, particularly during warm spells and
periods of low water. He held the lease for
the Cairnton beat on the River Dee,
Aberdeenshire between 1918-1934 where
he perfected not only the art of floating line
fishing for salmon but also the flies and tackle
that the modern day salmon fisher now takes
for granted.

401
An extensive collection of trout flies in
trade packets of twelve, various traditional
wet fly and stillwater patterns including black
Pennell, wee doubles, dog nobblers, booby
flies, floating fry et al, in all approximately
1300 flies
£120-180

402
A large collection of fly hooks, including
many salmon irons, singles and doubles, low
water, heavy duty et al, various sizes and a
quantity trout hooks in packets and boxes,
mainly by Drennan, including sedge, sproat,
long shank, lure et al (Q)
£90-130

403
An extensive commercial fly tying
outfit contained with a wooden tying case
and other boxes and including large
quantities of tying materials; tinsels, silks,
capes, feathers, hair, dubbing, wools, chenille’s,
some hooks, tools and varnish (Q)
£130-180

404
A Hardy “Ultralite” 2 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 8', #4/5, sliding reel fitting,
unused with plastic wrapper to handle and a
Hardy Deluxe 3 2 piece carbon trout fly rod,
10', #6/7, screw grip reel fitting, in bags (2)
£120-180

405
A Sharpe’s “Featherweight” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 7'6", #5, crimson wraps,
alloys crew grip reel fitting with rosewood
seat and a Brandreth 2 piece cane trout fly
rod, 7', #5 similar design (2)
£100-150

406
A collection of various rods, including
cane, glass fibre, carbon examples, some
greenheart rod parts and bamboo landing
net handles (Q)
£70-100
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407
A Hardy “F.W. Wallis Wizard” 3 piece
whole and built cane float rod, 10'6",
crimson wraps, sliding brass reel fittings,
suction joints, refurbished, in bag
£100-150

408
A Shakespeare Centenary 1897-1997
limited edition trout fly comprising a 4
piece carbon 9' #6/7 rod, gold anodised 2601
fly reel and chequer inlaid fly box in fitted,
green baize lined case, no. 13/250,
new/unused condition
£100-150

409
An Allcock Match Aerial 41/2" trotting
reel, black finish, caged and spoked drum,
twin handles, chromed foot, rear optional
check lever, as new, in original card box

£100-150

410
An Allcock Aerial model 7590 T-6 4"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with twin xylonite handles, brass foot, rear
sliding optional check button and bar spring
check mechanism, , stamped circular trade
mark, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£200-400

411
A Hardy Altex No.2 Mk.IIII fixed spool
reel, folding ebonite handle, full bail arm,
ebonite spool, light wear to lead finish only, in
rexine box and two Hardy Hardex threadline
casting reels (3)
£90-130

412
A Mitchell 304 threadline fixed spool
reel, round body, full bail arm and three
further Mitchell reels; a 314 and two 810 ‘s (4)
£70-100

413
A collection various tackle including an ABU
503 closed face reel, boxed, an Allcock Stanley
threadline reel, other reels, flies, floats et al (Q)
£70-100

414
A 19th century brass wide drummed
multiplying winch, replacement
composition handle on off-set curved crank
winding arm, riveted foot, triple cage pillars
and four various other brass reels (5)
£100-150

415
Five various Mitchell fixed spool reels;
300 x 2, 410, 320 and 324, with various spare
spools (5)
£70-100

416
A good Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 12'6", #9, crimson
inter-whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
spiral lock fast joints, 1964, in bag
£180-260

417
A Hardy “A.H.E. Wood No.1” 3 piece
cane salmon fly rod, 12', scarlet whippings,
crimson inert-whipped, sliding alloy reel
fitting, refurbished and spare tip (short) ,
1956, in bag
£120-160

418
A J.A. Walker 3 piece (2 tips) cane
salmon fly rod, 13'6", crimson inert-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting and a similar
13' foot Walker cane salmon fly rod, in bags
(2)
£80-120

419
A rare early Richard Carter 41/2"
centre pin trotting reel, caged and six
spoked drum with twin ebonite handles and
ventilated front flange, brass stancheon foot,
engraved “No.1”, nickel silver Bickerdyke line
guide and rear milled alloy optional check
button with bar spring check mechanism,
backplate interior with applied paper trade
address label (see illustration)
£350-450
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420
A fine and rare S.E. Bogdan model 300
multiplying salmon fly reel,
champagne/black finish left hand wind model
with serpentine crank wind handle, bridge
foot, rear milled optional check button and
ten point graduated tension adjuster, applied
rectangular alloy trade plaque, little used
condition (see illustration)
£800-1200

421
A Hardy 1/0 Brunswick limited edition
direct drive trout fly reel No. 358/500,
right hand wind model of ebonite and nickel
silver construction, serpentine crank wind
handle set within an anti-foul rim, bridge foot,
five cage pillars (two roller), rear graduated
eleven point milled central tension adjuster,
new/unused condition and in original block
leather case and card box (see illustration)
£600-900

422
A fine Ari’T Hart LA II 43/4" salmon fly
reel and spare spool, silver blue anodised
fishing, left hand wind model with large
arboured ventilated drum, counter-balanced
handle, milled central drum locking nut,
annular line guide, bridge foot and rear check
adjusting plate with three finger ports, as new
condition and in original pouch (see
illustration)
£350-450

423
A fine Ari’T Hart LA II 4" light salmon
fly reel, as per above description, no spare
spool, with original cloth pouch (see
illustration)
£250-450

424
A beech wood fly double sided fly
reservoir, Tahoma lined and containing a
very good selection of approximately 730
trout flies, mainly still water patterns
including, caddis, buzzers, beetles, hoppers et
al
£130-180

425
An oak and inlaid rectangular salmon
fly reservoir, tearoom lined and a similar
smaller trout fly reservoir containing a
selection of modern salmon and trout
patterns (2)
£80-120

426
A fine John Allen six piece combination
carbon salmon fly rod, 16' and 14',
#10/11, two butt sections, rosewood reel
seat with nickel silver screw grip reel fittings,
blue/gold tipped silk wraps, as new/unused
condition, in bag
£150-250

427
A Ridge 3 piece carbon salmon fly rod,
15', #10/11, green silk wraps, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, little used condition, in bag
£120-180

428
A Thomas & Thomas 3 piece carbon
salmon fly rod, 11', #7, blue silk wraps,
anodised alloy screw grip reel fitting, light use
only, in bag and alloy tube
£150-200

429
A Mitre Hardy “Invicta” 3 piece cane
sea-trout rod, 11', #7, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting and a Hardy
Favourite 2 piece carbon spinning rod, 8'6", in
bags (2)
£80-120

430
A scarce Hardy Perfect 27/8" trout fly
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped rim
tension screw and 1906 calliper spring check
mechanism, drum with nickel silver retaining
screw and faceplate stamped central circular
logo, light wear to finish from normal use
only, circa 1908 (see illustration)
£450-650
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431
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV
Avon” 2 piece cane rod, 10', crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings,“onion” cork
handle, London transfer label, in bag
£140-240

432
A Milward’s “Serviceman” 7 piece cane
travelling combination fly/spinning
trout rod, 7'6", crimson whippings, sliding
alloy reel fittings, suction joints, 3 tips, in bag
£100-150

433
A good Hardy “Wanless 9/10lbs” 2
piece cane salmon spinning rod, 7',
green/scarlet tipped wraps, green inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings, suction
joint, 1934, in bag
£90-130

434
A scarce Hardy “fairy” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 9', green inter-whipped,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction joints,
1936, in bag and alloy tube
£180-260

435
A good Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 6'6", tan silk inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint,
1948, very good overall condition, in bag
£250-350

436
A Sharpe’s “Fario Eighty Three” 2
piece cane trout fly rod, 8'3", #5/6,
green/scarlet tipped whippings, alloy screw
grip reel fitting, staggered ferrule, little, used
condition, in bag
£130-180

437
A Hardy Princess trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, alloy foot, two screw drum latch, rim
tension screw, little used, in zip case and a
Hardy Altex No. 2 Mk.II fixed spool reel,
folding ebonite handle, full bail arm, ebonite
spool, in rexine case (2)
£100-150

438
A Hardy Uniqua 31/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two screw
drum latch, Mk.II check mechanism, worn
finish and six various other reels by Farlow’s,
Young’s et al (7)
£80-120

439
A Young’s Seldex II 41/2" alloy trotting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin
composition handles, rear optional check
button, a Young’s Trudex II 4" trotting reel,
black finish, twin handles, rear optional check
lever and an un-named 41/2" Aerial type
trotting reel (3)
£130-180

440
A Dave Swallow 41/2" centre pin reel,
shallow cored drum with twin composition
handles, brass foot, rim mounted check lever
and an un-named Aerial type 41/2" wide
drummed centre pin reel, caged and spoked
drum with twin handle, rim mounted
optional check lever, grey enamelled finish (2)
£100-150

441
A scarce Hardy L.R.H. lightweight
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, ribbed alloy
foot, two screw drum latch, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, black war-
time finish, 1940’s and a Hardy Perfect 33/8"
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass
foot, white metal line guide, a.f. (2)
£130-180

442
An Allcock Match Aerial 41/2" trotting
reel, black finish, caged and spoked drum,
twin handles, chromed foot, rear optional
check lever, near new condition
£100-150

443
Six various centre pin reels, various
makes and models including Allcock’s Match
Special, Adcock Stanton, Young’s Rapidex,
Speedia et al (6)
£70-100
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444
A quantity of various fly and centre pin
and other reels, various makes and models
including;Allcock’s Easicast, Bute, Hendryx et
al (Q)
£80-120

445
A Farlow brass 41/2" plate wind salmon
fly reel, ivory handle, block foot, stamped
fish logo, fixed check mechanism, rear plate
engraved makers details, a Farlow BWP
patent 4" alloy salmon fly reel, rear sliding
check button, a 6" Nottingham starback
centre pin reel and three other various reels
(6)
£120-180

446
A good Hardy “Wye” 2 piece cane
salmon fly rod, 11', crimson inert-whipped,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, lock fast joint,
1965, in bag
£160-240

447
A scarce Hardy “Salmon Fly” 3 piece
cane salmon fly rod, 11', crimson
whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting, gold
anodised butt cap, suction joints, 1969,
excellent condition, in bag
£200-300

448
A scarce Tait of Inverness 33/4" brass
folding handle salmon winch, turned
ivory handle on straight crank winding arm
with slipper spring latch and domed iron
retaining screw, cut-away rim handle recess,
block foot (neatly filed at one end), quadruple
cage pillars, rear raised check housing, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate engraved makers
details, circa 1880
£350-550

449
A Continental silver reticulated fish
bottle opener, the nine section fish with
stylised scale decoration, 51/2" long
£70-100

450
A very rare Hardy Alma 53/4"
multiplying big game reel, Duralumin
construction with large off-set ebonite
handle on counter-balanced Monel winding
arm mounted above a six point capstan star
drag, rim mounted lever for 1/2 gearing and
free spool setting, twin rear optional check
levers one with ebonite inset, auxiliary
leather drum brake pad, twin harness lugs
and backplate with two applied alloy plaques
stamped model and make details, in original
block leather case, circa 1930 (see
illustration)
£4000-6000
** Factory records show only 47 models
having been produced in the 53/4" size
between 1926-1936

451
A fine and rare Hardy Perfect 21/2"
wide drummed trout fly reel, domed
ivorine handle, pierced alloy foot, strapped
rim tension screw and 1906 calliper spring
check mechanism, drum with four rim cusps
and nickel silver retaining screw, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, , light wear to
lead finish only, circ a 1908 (see illustration)
£700-1000

452
A rare Malloch nickel silver extending
salmon gaff, turned wooden handle, milled
butt cap, hinged point cover, stamped oval
logo, circa 1890
£150-250

453
A hank of early 19th Century horse
hair and flax fishing line
£50-80

454
A good Slater 5" walnut and brass
Nottingham combination reel, twin
horn handles, brass three screw spring drum
latch, annular line guide, starback foot with
sliding optional check button and stamped
make and patent details, circa 1900
£140-220
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455
A collection of fifty eight Victorian fully
dressed gut eyed salmon flies, including
some on large irons, various patterns, two
doubles contained within a cork lined metal
rectangular box
£350-550

456
A rare Kings Pattern 4" walnut
turntable casting reel, hollow cored drum
with flared rim, brass spring latch and horn
winding handle, fine wire annular line guide,
walnut backplate, swivelling brass foot with
milled alloy spring locking collar and starback
foot stancheon with optional check button
and stamped “King’s Pat. No. 1905/12, good
overall condition, circa 1912 (see illustration)
£450-650

457
A Hardy Altex No.3 fixed spool reel,
folding ebonite handle, full bail arm nickel,
silver spool mounted tension adjuster and a
similar Hardy Altex No.3 Mk.V fixed spool
reel, lacking spool locking screw (2)
£80-120

458
A Hardy Altex No.2 MK.IIII fixed spool
reel, folding left hand wind ebonite handle,
alloy spool with additional drilled ventilation
holes, full bail arm and another Hardy Altex
No.2 Mk.V fixed spool reel with optional
check button, 1950’s (2)
£90-130

459
A good Allcock Aerial model 5101-T1
31/2" centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin tapered horn handles,
ebonite flanges, B.P. line guide brass
stancheon foot, rear sliding optional check
button with calliper spring check mechanism,
front flange stamped “patent”, very good
overall condition, circa 1915 (see illustration)
£450-650

460
A rare Coxon Aerial model 4104-T1 4"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with ebonite flanges, twin tapered horn
handles, single fork drum release (no tension
regulator), brass starback foot, stamped
“patent”, walnut backplate, sliding brass
optional check button with calliper spring
check mechanism, Heaton’s rolling eye line
guide (relocated at some time), overall very
good condition, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£650-950

461
A scarce Illingworth No. 4 Mk.II
threadline casting reel, alloy body, turned
ebonite handle, finger pick line guide, nickel
silver rimmed spool with central graduated
tension adjusting arm, spool stamped patent
details, 1930’s (see illustration)
£160-240

462
An A. Allan Spinet salmon threadline
casting reel, exposed bronze gearing,
ebonite handle, alloy foot (chipped), half wire
bail arm, alloy spool with central milled brass
tension nut, a similar trout sized model and a
similar reel stamped H. J.Thomas, Leeds (3)
£140-180

463
A Helical salmon threadline casting
reel, enclosed alloy body, turned ebonite
handle, finger pick-up bail arm and nickel
silver rimmed spool with central graduated
tension arm, a similar reel and another model
with half wire bail arm (3)
£100-150

464
A Malloch 4" alloy side casting reel,
large tapered cow horn handle, brass foot
with integral line guide and ivorine handled
Gibbs patent release lever, rim mounted
optional check lever, reversible drum,
faceplate stamped oval logo and a similar
33/8" alloy model, foot chipped, circa 1920 (2)
£100-150
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465
A Malloch 4" brass side casting reel,
tapered cow horn handle, swivelling brass
foot with integral line guide, rim mounted
optional check lever, reversible drum,
faceplate stamped oval logo, a similar 4" brass
side casting reel and another, lacking handle
(3)
£100-150

466
A Malloch brass 33/8" side casting reel,
tapered horn handle, swivelling brass foot
with ivorine handled Gibbs patent release
lever, rim mounted optional check lever,
reversible drum, faceplate stamped oval logo,
and a similar reel with spring release foot
latch, circa 1915 (2)
£100-150

467
Three Malloch copy brass 4" side
casting reels, each with tapered handle,
swivelling brass foot, faceplate engraved “G.
Harlaw & Co.”, made in India (3)
£50-80

468
A Hardy Silex No.2 4" bait casting reel,
shallow cored drum with twin ivorine
handles and three screw spring latch, brass
foot, cut-away rim section, rim mounted
ivorine casting trigger and milled brass
tension screw, circa 1918
£130-180

469
A Hardy Silex 33/4" bait casting reel,
caged drum with twin ivorine handles, spring
release latch and jewelled spindle bearing,
brass foot, cut-away rim section, three rim
mounted casting controls, backplate stamped
make and model details, circa 1910
£140-180

470
A scarce Hardy Triumph 33/4" bait
casting reel, shallow cored drum with twin
ebonite handles, spring release latch and
jewelled spindle bearing, brass foot, rim
mounted nickel silver optional check lever,
rear nickel silver graduated tension adjuster
and spring drum brake, small hairline crack to
drum face otherwise in very good overall
condition, circa 1925
£140-180

471
A Hardy St George 33/4" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, polished alloy foot, white
agate line guide (no cracks), two screw drum
latch, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, 1950’s and a Hardy Perfect 35/8"
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass
foot, white agate line guide (hairline cracks)
and adjustable Mk.II check mechanism, worn
finish, 1930’s (2)
£130-180

472
A Constable “C.C. Lightweight” 2
piece fane trout fly rod, 9', green/gold
tipped wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint and a Sharpe’s “Scottie” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9'6", #6/7, crimson inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, in bags
(2)
£100-150

473
A Grey’s 5 piece carbon travelling trout
fly rod, 8'8", #5/6, crimson/scarlet tipped
whippings, wooden reel seat, alloy screw grip
fitting and a Hardy “Marquis” 2 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 7'6", sliding alloy reel fitting, little
used condition, in bags (2)
£90-130

474
A Norco “Dovedale” 2 piece cane
brook trout fly rod, 6', crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint
and a 3 piece cane spinning rod, 8'6", in bags
(2)
£80-100
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475
A Foster’s “The Perfect” 3 piece cane
salmon fly rod, 12', green silk inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, a Hardy 3
piece (2 tips) greenheart salmon fly rod, and
a 19th Century greenheart valise trout rod,
drop rings, lacking butt cap, in bags (3)
£90-130

476
A scarce Hardy L.R.H. Lightweight four
pillar trout fly reel, ebonite handle, three
screw drum latch ribbed alloy foot, nickel
silver “L” shaped line guide, rim tension screw
and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear only
and a rarely seen model, 1940’s
£300-400

477
A Hardy Decantelle Mark I 4" bait
casting reel, lacquered alloy drum with
twin ebonite handles and brass locking
screw, brass foot, rim mounted ebonite
casting trigger and milled tension screw,
backplate stamped make and model details,
1930’s
£150-250

478
A Howell & Co Howban turntable
casting reel, alloy construction with
ventilated backplate with twin ebonite
handles on raised spindle drive, cross-bar
winding arm and milled spool tension nut
with brass locking screw, swivelling brass foot
with wire rolling eye line guide, backplate
stamped make and model details, 1940’s
£150-250

479
A Hardy Perfect 31/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear
from normal use only, 1930’s
£150-250

480
A very rare Allcock Aerial model 7950-
T7 double ventilated 4" centre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles and multi-ventilated front
and rear flanges, brass stancheon foot, rear
sliding brass optional check button and bar
spring check mechanism, backplate stamped
circular logo, light wear from normal use
only, circa 1925 (see illustration)
£800-1200

481
A scarce Hardy H.J.S. alloy bait casting
reel, blue anodised finish, 4:1 ratio gearing,
reverse tapered ebonite handle on off-set
curved crank winding arm mounted above a
four point capstan star drag adjuster, rim
mounted spool release lever and milled
tension screw, ribbed alloy foot, spindle cap
stamped “Oil”, rear plate stamped make and
model details, only very light overall wear to
finish, circa 1940 (see illustration)
£300-400

482
A Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece cane trout
fly rod, 9', #6, black/scarlet tipped wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1964,
little used condition, in bag
£180-260

483
A scarce Hardy “H.E. Accuracy” 2
piece cane trout fly rod, 8', green silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint,
1954, in bag
£150-250

483a
A Hardy “Deluxe” 2 piece carbon trout
fly rod, 7', #3-4, crimson/scarlet tipped
wraps, nickel silver sliding alloy reel fittings,
spigot joint, little used condition, in bag
£80-120
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484
A Maver Deploy 13m carbon pole, multi
tips, A Leeda Duo 1250 multi-tip carbon
pole, a TFT 4m carbon whip, a Kiley Canal
box seat, fitted drawers and lidded
compartment and containing a large
selection of pole fishing tackle including rigs,
feeds et al and a DAM haversack holding
various items of pole fishing equipment,
rollers, bait riddles et al (Q)
£140-180

485
A collection of various carp fishing
tackle including; three Silstar carbon carp
rods, Cobra tackle roll with Delkim bite
indicators and various terminal tackle, bed
chair, folding seat, Fox rod pod, umbrella, Katz
tent, Browning rod holdall and a small
quantity of pike and other tackle items (Q)
£120-160

486
A pair of Shimano Aero 6010 bait
runner reels, boxed and with spare spools,
a Shakespeare Mach 3 fixed spool reel, spare
handle and three additional spools,
boxed/unused and seven various other
modern fixed spool reels by Shimano, Diawa,
Silstar et al, some boxed (10)
£100-150

487
Eight various carbon coarse/spinning
rods, various makes and models including a
Ron Thompson Feeder, Silstar Taktiq Match,
Abu Equaliser et al and four various
beach/boat carbon/glass fibre sea rods (12)
£90-130

488
A good selection of fly tying equipment
including silks, tinsels, capes, feathers, tools,
vice, dubbing, wools (including Chadwicks
cards) et al and a good collection of home
tied trout flies, mainly stillwater patterns
including nymphs, lures, hoppers, buzzers,
dries at al, contained in eight various fly
boxes (Q)
£100-150

489
Eight various modern trout fly reels,
various makes and models by Shakespeare,
Silstar, Mitchell et al, some with spare spools
and boxes, a Penn 4/0 Senator 113H sea
multiplier reel, boxed, a Shakespeare Alpha
310 bait casting reel and two alloy centre pin
reels (12)
£90-1130

490
An un-named cane brook trout rod,
6'6", crimson inter-whipped, alloy sliding reel
fitting, in bag and four various carbon trout
fly rods; two Lureflash Viper 10', #7/8 and 9'6"
#6/7; an ABU Legacy 9' #5/6 and one other
(5)
£80-120

491
A fine Hardy “Palakona” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 7'2", #5, scarlet/green tipped
silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1968, little used condition, in bag
£200-300

492
A Hardy 4/0 Cascapedia limited edition
multiplying salmon fly reel No. 345/500
right hand wind model of ebonite and nickel
silver construction, serpentine crank wind
handle set within an anti-foul rim, bridge foot,
five cage pillars (two roller), rear graduated
tension adjuster and sliding optional check
button, as new condition and in original block
leather case and card box 
£700-1000

493
A Hardy 4/0 Cascapedia limited edition
multiplying salmon fly reel No. 48/500
right hand wind model of ebonite and nickel
silver construction, serpentine crank wind
handle set within an anti-foul rim, bridge foot,
five cage pillars (two roller), rear graduated
tension adjuster and sliding optional check
button, as new condition and in original block
leather case and card box
£700-1000
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494
A J.E. Miller “Wharfedale Fly Book”
canvas trout fly wallet compiled by F.M.
Walbran, dated 1888, fitted parchment
leaved with pouch pockets and printed pages
opposite give details on forty eight patterns,
wallet with end pockets and leather wrap
around strap and containing a number of the
original flies to gut casts
£90-130

495
A scarce Malloch leather gut cast
pouch, brass stud fastener, lid interior with
applied brass trade plaque, circa 1880, a
Hardy Houghton Cast case, fitted chamois
leather cast pockets and two further un-
named trout fly wallets holding a small
selection of flies and casts (4)
£140-180

496
A scarce Farlow Livewire 41/4" alloy
bait casting reel, lacquered drum with
twin ivorine handles and central milled brass
locking nut, brass foot, rim mounted ivorine
casting trigger and two further nickel silver
rim mounted controls, rear plate stamped
Holdfast logo, some internal check parts
missing, 1920’s
£150-250

497
A scarce Walker Bampton “Aln” 33/4"
alloy salmon fly reel, ventilated drum with
composition handle and brass telephone
drum latch, red agate line guide, brass foot,
strapped rim tension screw and bar spring
check mechanism and a Dingley built 31/4" fly
reel, caged drum with ivorine handle, brass
line guide, strapped tension screw, interior
stamped “D.3”, both reels with light wear to
lead finish only (2)
£150-250

498
A good Chevalier, Bowness & Bowness
brass 33/4" salmon winch, domed ivory
handle on straight crank anti-foul handle,
block foot, quadruple cage pillars, raised rear
check housing and fixed check mechanism,
faceplate script engraved makers details, reel
retains much of the original bronze patina,
circa 1880
£200-300

499
A rare Hardy Perfect No.3 English
wicker trout fisher’s creel, flared form
with sloped top, side fish hole, interior fitted
lift-out wicker section for keeping
lunch/tackle away from fish beneath, leather
trimmed mesh bag front pocket, leather
hinges and fastening tab restored, 17" wide,
1920’s (see illustration)
£350-550

500
A very rare Allcock Model Perfect 3"
alloy trout fly reel, caged and six spoked
drum with single xylonite handle and
perforated outer front flange (eleven holes),
brass stancheon foot, rear nickel silver sliding
optional check button and bar spring check
mechanism, backplate stamped make and
model details, small line groove to one pillar
otherwise good overall condition, a very
rarely seen fly model based on the Aerial
design, 1920’s (see illustration)
£1300-1800

501
A good Hardy Perfect 35/8" trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, polished alloy foot,
brown agate line guide, rim tension screw
and compensating check mechanism,
faceplate with raised central spindle boss, as
new condition, in zip case and card box
£150-250
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502
A Hardy Golden Prince #9/10 salmon
fly reel, brown/gold anodised finish, ribbed
brass foot, nickel silver line guide, rear milled
tension adjuster, as new in zip case and card
box and a Hardy “Deluxe Spey” 3 piece
carbon salmon fly rod, 13', #9, anodised
screw grip reel fitting, crimson/scarlet tipped
wraps, little used condition, in bag (2)
£160-240

503
A Bauer M3 trout/light salmon fly reel
and spare spool, black anodised finish,
counter-balanced wooden handle, large
arboured ventilated drum with central five
point star drag adjuster, light use only, in
original velvet pouched and card boxes and a
Sage “GFL 8113-3” 3 piece carbon light
salmon fly rod, 11'3", #8, screw grip reel
fitting, light use only, in bag and alloy tube (2)
£150-250

504
A Hardy Gem #8/9 light salmon fly reel
and spare spool, gold anodised finish,
counter-balanced handle, ventilated drum,
rear tension adjuster, two screw spring latch,
as new in pouches and card boxes and a
Hardy “Gem Salmon Fly” 4 piece carbon fly
rod, 12'. #8, alloy screw grip reel fitting, near
new condition, in bag and cloth covered tube
(2)
£200-300

505
A Hardy Princess 31/2" trout fly reel,
brown/gold anodised finish, ebonite handle,
brass foot, nickel silver line guide, two screw
drum latch, rim tension screw, as new
condition, in zip case and card box and a
Hardy “Deluxe” 2 piece carbon trout fly rod,
10'6", #7/8, screw grip reel fitting,
crimson/scarlet tipped wraps, light use only,
in bag (2)
£140-180

506
An Orvis C.F.O.VI 41/4" salmon fly reel
and spare spool, ebonite handle, two
screw drum latch, nickel silver double line
guide, rear tension adjuster, as new condition
and an Orvis Graphite Salmon 3 piece
salmon fly rod, 13' 6", #10, wooden reel seat.
screw grip fitting, little used in bag and alloy
tube (2)
£120-180

507
A Hardy Gem #7/8 trout/sea-trout fly
reel and spare spool, gold anodised finish,
counter-balanced handle, ventilated drum,
rear tension adjuster, two screw spring latch,
as new, in pouches and card boxes and a
Hardy “Gem” 3 piece carbon fly rod, 11', #7,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, short butt
extension, light use only, in bag and cloth
covered tube (2)
£180-260

508
A Hardy Marquis Salmon No. 2 salmon
fly reel and 2 spare spools, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, two screw latch
and rear tension adjuster, in zip cases and a
MacKenzie-Philips 3 piece carbon salmon fly
rod, 15', #9/11, ;little used condition, in bag
(2)
£130-180

509
An Orvis C.F.O.IV trout fly reel and
spare spool, ebonite handle, two screw
drum latch, nickel silver double line guide,
rear tension adjuster, as new condition and
an Orvis “Hampshire” 3 piece carbon trout
fly rod, 10', #7, wooden reel seat, screw grip
fitting, as new, inh bag and alloy tube (2)
£130-180
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510
A Hardy Viscount Mk.II LA #7/8 trout
fly reel and spare spool, brown anodised
finish, ebonite handle, two screw spring latch,
milled rear tension adjuster, as new in
pouches and box (reel only) and a Hardy
“Sovereign” 2 piece carbon trout fly rod, 9',
#6/7, rosewood reel seat, nickel silver screw
grip[ reel fitting, little used condition, in bag
(2)
£140-180

511
A fine Thomas & Thomas “Paradigm” 2
piece (2 tips) cane trout fly rod, 8', #5,
honey silk wraps, wooden reel seat with
nickel silver screw grip fitting, suction joint,
swollen butt, snake eyes, light use only in bag
and brass capped alloy tube
£300-400

512
A fine Constable “Frank Sawyer
Nymph” 2 piece cane trout fly rod, 8'9",
#4, back silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting,
suction joint, unused with plastic wrapper
still on handle, in bag
£140-240

513
A good David Norwich Hollowbuilt 2
piece spliced cane trout/sea-trout fly
rod, 10'6", #7, scarlet/black tipped wraps,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, splice protector,
light use only, in bag
£100-150

514
Three Shimano fixed spool reels; an
Aero GTE 5000C bait runner and spare
spool; a Twin Power 4000 XTR and two spare
spools and an Aero Power HS with three
spare spools, all in little used condition and in
card boxes (3)
£100-150

515
A pair of built cane salmon spinning
rods, 10', scarlet silk inter-whipped, sliding
alloy reel fittings, suction joint, unused with
plastic wrapper to handle, in bags (2)
£90-130

516
A Grey “GRX Travel Spin” 2 piece

carbon spinning rod, 8', 10-25g, screw grip
fitting, as new , in bag and cloth covered tube
and a Westwood “Truspin” 3 piece carbon
spinning rod, 9'5", 5-20g, as new, in bag and
cloth covered tube (2)
£90-130

517
A Hardy Ultralite Disc #7/8" trout fly
reel and spare spool, multi-perforated
large arbour drum and rear plate, spring
release latch and rear milled tension adjuster,
as new in pouches and card boxes and a
Grey’s “Kielder” 3 piece carbon trout fly rod,
11', #5/7, black/scarlet tipped wraps, screw
grip reel fitting, in bag (2)
£130-180

518
A Hardy St Aiden 33/4" trout fly reel
and two spare spools, ebonite handle,
alloy foot, two screw spring drum latch,
nickel silver 2 screw “U” shaped line guide,
rim tension screw, only very light use, in zip
case and an Alan Brown “Drift Fly” 3 piece
carbon trout fly rod, 11', #5/7, in bag
£120-180

519
A Hardy Prince 7/8 trout fly reel and
spare spool, ebonite handle, alloy foot,
nickel silver line guide and rear tension
adjuster, in zip case and a Sage “GFL 6113
RPL” 2 piece carbon trout fly rod, 11'3", #6,
wooden reel seat screw grip fitting, as new, in
bag and alloy tube
£120-180
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520
A rare Edward Vom Hofe Restigouche
4/0 wide drummed direct drive salmon
fly reel, ebonite and nickel sliver
construction with “S” scroll counter-
balanced handle set within an anti-foul rim,
pierced foot stamped model details, triple
cage pillars (2 double roller), rear plate with
sliding optional check button and central
milled seven point tension adjuster. Hinged
spindle cover stamped May ’02 patent details,
rarely seen model, circa 1930, in later block
leather case (see illustration)
£1200-1600

521
A scarce Edward Vom Hofe Regal 6/0
multiplying striped bass reel, nickel silver
and ebonite construction with off-set
serpentine counter-balanced crank handle ,
pierced foot, stamped model details,
quadruple cage pillars, rim mounted optional
check lever, spindle cap stamped July ‘96
patent details, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£200-300

522
A good Hardy Neroda bakelite trout fly
box, tortoiseshell finish, interior fitted nickel
silver plates and 119 spring fly clips and a
similar Neroda fly box with oxblood finish,
1940’s (2)
£150-250

523
A Bo Mohlin Trophy Trout 33/8" wide
drummed fly reel, black anodised left hand
wind model with counter-balanced wooden
handle on serpentine crank winding arm,
bridge foot, triple stainless steel drum pillars,
rear seven point graduated tension adjuster,
little used condition and in original block
leather case
£200-300

524
A good Hardy St George Junior 29/16"
trout fly reel, left hand wind reproduction
model with ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot,
three screw drum latch, white metal line
guide, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, new/unused condition in block
leather case and card box 
£130-180

525
A 19th Century rosewood Perth style
41/2" salmon fly reel, tapered horn handle
on brass winding plate, bridge foot, five
turned brass drum pillars with external
capped screws, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate with two screw spindle boss, circa
1880
£250-350

526
A G. Little & Co. 4" brass and ebonite
salmon fly reel, cow horn handle on brass
winding plate set within an ebonite outer
flange, bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, faceplate script
engraved makers details, slight corrosion
patch to winding plate edge, circ a 1885
£130-180

527
A J. Macpherson 31/2" brass faced trout
fly reel, domed horn handle, brass bridge
foot, triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped makers details
and a Malloch patent centre brake 41/4" alloy
salmon fly , ivorine handle, brass bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars faceplate with milled
tension adjuster, fixed check mechanism,
stamped oval logo (2)
£100-150

528
A Malloch Sun and Planet 4" brass
faced salmon fly reel, facetted wooden
handle with patent sun and planet anti-
reverse gearing, waisted bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, brass faceplate with central
raised spindle boss and stamped oval logo,
light wear from normal use only, circa 1905
£200-300
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529
A scarce Allcock Aerial model 7950-T5
3" centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with perforated front flange and twin
xylonite handles, brass stancheon foot, rear
sliding optional check button and calliper
spring check mechanism, drum flange
stamped patent and rear plate with circular
logo, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£500-800

530
A rare Hardy Perfect 33/4" “spitfire”
alloy salmon fly reel, ebonite handle,
ribbed brass foot, revolving nickel silver line
guide, rim mounted tension screw and Mk.I
check mechanism, interior stamped “J.S.”
(Jimmy Smith), light overall wear to finish,
1940’s (see illustration)
£500-800

531
A scarce Haywood 21/2" brass
multiplying winch, turned bone handle on
off-set curved crank winding arm, rim
mounted steel drum locking lever, pierced
and riveted block foot, triple cage pillars,
faceplate stamped makers name, circa 1855
(see illustration)
£250-350

532
A pair of Hardy Marquis #7 multiplier
trout fly reels, each with ebonite handle
eon raised winding plate, alloy foot, nickel
silver line guide, and rear check adjuster, light
use only, in zip cases (2)
£90-130

533
A Hardy Marquis #8/9 multiplier trout
fly reel and spare spool, with ebonite
handle eon raised winding plate, alloy foot,
nickel silver line guide, and rear check
adjuster, light use only, a similar Hardy
Marquis #6 multiplier trout reel and a Hard
Marquis #7 Disc trout fly reel, black painted
backplate (3)
£100-150

534
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV
Avon” 2 piece coarse rod, 10', crimson
inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings,
“onion” cork handle, London transfer label,
in bag and an Allcock Match Aerial 41/2"
trotting reel, twin handles, caged drum, rear
check adjuster, wear to finish (2)
£150-250

535
A scarce Hardy Wallis 4" alloy trotting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles and nickel silver telephone drum
latch, ribbed brass foot, nickel silver rim
mounted optional check lever, rear plate
stamped make and model details, drum front
lip chipped, circa 1935 (see illustration)
£120-180

536
LA Hardy “J.J.H.Triumph” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'9", crimson/scarlet tipped
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint,
1958, good overall condition, in bag
£160-240

537
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9', #6, crimson silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1967,
good condition, in bag
£180-260

538
A Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece cane trout
fly rod, 8'6", #6, black/scarlet tipped silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joints,
1964, good condition, in bag
£150-250

539
A Malloch 3 piece (2 tips) greenheart
salmon fly reel, 14', brass fittings and five
further greenheart fly/spinning rods by
various makers including Hardy, Farlow et al
(6)
£80-120
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540
A Edward Vom Hofe 3 piece cane
spinning rod, 9'6", black silk inter-whipped,
nickel silvered reel seat, raffia handle and two
further American cane spinning rods,
wooden handles (3)
£70-100

541
An Army and Navy 41/4" brass and
ebonite salmon fly reel, horn handle,
German silver rims, bridge foot, fixed check
mechanism, four further various brass reels,
an American white metal multiplier reel and
a Nottingham strap back reel (7)
£80-120

542
A Dingley built, Moore 3" alloy trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, red agate line guide,
brass foot (filed), strapped tension screw, a
Walker Bampton 4" alloy salmon fly reel,
xylonite handle, brass foot, rim tension screw
and six various other alloy fly and centre pin
reels (8)
£80-120

543
A Hardy Neroda bakelite waistcoat
trout dry fly box, tortoiseshell finish,
interior fitted chenille bars, a black Japanned
Girodon Pralon trout dry fly box, fitted fly
compartments and tweezer holder and
various other items including an Allcock’s
Aquatic Spider in original tin (Q)
£80-120

544
A Constable “Wallop Brook” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 8'2", crimson whips,
sliding alloy reel fitting, and two further cane
trout fly rods, one with brass capped bamboo
tip tube/landing net handle, with iron framed
net head (3)
£90-130

545
A Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
lights salmon fly rod, 10'6", crimson inter-
whipped, sliding brass screw grip reel fitting,
lock fast joints, 1928 and a Hardy Gold Medal
3 piece (2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 12',
crimson inter-whipped, alloy sliding screw
grip reel fitting, 1933, in bags (2)
£120-180

546
A Sharpe’s 3 piece (2 tips) spliced can
salmon fly rod, 12', crimson wraps, alloy
reel fittings, in bag, a Bolton 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 17', nickel silver reel
fittings and ferrules with patent stud locks
and another cane 3 piece (2 tips) salmon fly
rod, 14', brass fittings, in bag (3)
£90-130

547
A fine quality green canvas and leather
bound tackle case, the rectangular case
with a fitted interior of compartmentalised
lid interior, two lift out reel/tackle trays and
lower tackle compartment, brass Lowe and
Fletcher locks, swing carrying handle and
stitched leather trim, very good overall
condition, 18 x 111/2" x 111/2"
£200-300

548
A rare Coxon Aerial model 4108A-T1
3" centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin tapered horn handles,
ebonite flanges, front flange stamped “patent”
and twin release and tension regulator forks,
wire Bickerdyke line guide, brass starback
foot, mahogany backplate with sliding brass
optional check button and calliper spring
check mechanism, very goods overall
condition and a rarely seen size, circa 1910
(see illustration)
£800-1200
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549
A scarce St George 3" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, three
screw drum latch , white agate line guide (no
cracks), rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear from normal use only,
1930’s (see illustration)
£300-400

550
A rare early Illingworth No.1
threadline casting reel, twin ivorine
handles on shaped alloy cross bar handle
mounted onto circular drive plate, exposed
reciprocating cam to rear plate, stancheon
foot, ebony bobbin spool on reciprocating
drive shaft, triple nickel silver wire line guide
flyers, unusually not stamped patent details, in
original burgundy rexine and velvet lined
case, circa 1905 (see illustration)
£800-1200

551
A Mitchell 30 big game multiplier reel,
graphite finish, off-set “T” bar handle, lever
drag, twin harness lugs and a similar Roddy
Dominator 400 big game multiplier reel, in
fitted beech case (2) 
£100-150

552
An Abu Ambassadeur 9000 two speed
bait casting reel, red finish, grooved rims,
counter-balanced handle, another similar
(well used) and two further Abu
Ambassadeur; a 900c and a 6000 (4) 
£100-150

553
A Penn Master Mariner 349 multiplying
deep sea reel, another model 149, and
seven various other multiplier reels including
Diawa Millionaire,Abu Ambassadeur, Pflueger,
Penn, Mitchell etc (9) 
£100-150

554
A Farlow Cobra 31/2" alloy trout fly reel and
spare spool, a Hardy Marquis #7 trout fly reel
and a collection various other fly reels by various
makers,Hardy, Shakespeare, Farlow et al (Q) 
£80-120

555
An un-named 6" alloy sea centre pin
reel, twin bulbous handles, rim brake lever,
brass stancheon foot, a Harding 41/2 sea
centre pin reel, chromed finish, bakelite
drum, quantity of various reels including
bakelite centre pins, a Mitchell 384 sea fixed
spool reel other fixed spools et al and a small
quantity of other tackle items, leads, wire line
etc. (Q) 
£80-120

556
A Scott 3 piece carbon salmon fly rod,
14', #9, black silk wraps, screw grip reel
fitting, good condition, in cloth covered tube 
£120-180

557
A Michael Evan “Speycaster II” 3 piece
carbon salmon fly rod, 15', #9/11, black
silk wraps, screw grip reel fitting, in bag 
£90-130

558
A Sharpe’s “Aberdeen” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 13', #9, crimson
whips, sliding alloy fitting, a Sharpe’s 3 piece
cane trout fly rod, 10', #6, screw grip alloy
reel fitting and a Gamages 3 piece cane trout
fly rod, 9'6", all in good condition, in bags (3)
£90-130

559
A Bruce & Walker Hexagraph
“Century” 3 piece carbon trout fly rod,
11'3", #4, cane effect finish, crimson inter-
whipped and a Hardy Favourite 2 piece
carbon salmon spinning rod, 10', in bags (2) 
£70-100

560
A Hardy Sovereign 11/12 salmon fly
reel, gold anodised finish, counter-balanced
wooden handle, two screw spring latch , rear
optional check button and milled tension
adjuster and a Bruce & Walker Hexagraph
“Hugh Falkus Speycaster No.1” 3 piece
carbon salmon rod, 15', #11, in bag (2) 
£140-180
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561
An Orvis C.F.O.VI salmon fly reel and
spare spool, ebonite handle, two screw
drum latch, rear check adjuster, nickel silver
line guide and an Orvis Graphite “Spey” 3
piece salmon fly rod, 15', in bag (2) 
£100-150

562
A Hardy Altex No.1 Mk.II fixed spool
reel, folding ebonite handle, full bail arm,
ebonite spool and a similar Altex No.1 Mk.V
reel, finish worn (2) 
£90-130

563
A Hardy Silex No.2 33/4" bait casting
reel, twin ivorine handle, alloy foot, cut-away
rim section, rim mounted ivorine casting
trigger and brass rim tension screw, 1920’s
and a Hardy Silex No.2 33/4" bait casting reel,
similar design, full rim, some corrosion to
backplate, 1920’s (2) 
£150-200

564
A Malloch 4" alloy side casting reel,
horn handle, swivelling brass foot with
integral line guide, rim mounted optional
check lever, reversible drum, faceplate
engraved Army & Navy retailers details and
another similar Malloch side caster, 33/8" reel
(2)
£100-150

565
Two Hardy Altex No.2 Mk.V fixed spool
reels, each with folding ebonite handle, full
bail arm, alloy spools with central tension
adjuster, light wear to enamel finish only,
1950’s (2) 
£80-120

566
A Hardy Silex Major 31/2" bait casting
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles and spring release latch, brass foot,
cut-away rim section, rim mounted ivorine
casting trigger and nickel silver knurled
tension regulator to backplate, light wear to
finish, 1920’s 
£120-180

567
A 19th Century rosewood and brass
Perth style 31/2" salmon fly reel, tapered
horn handle on brass winding plate, German
silver rims, bridge foot, triple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, circa 1890 
£160-240

568
A Nottingham 51/2" mahogany and
brass News of the World Prize Reel,
brass backed drum with twin bulbous
composition handles and wing tension nut,
Bickerdyke line guide, starback foot, optional
check button and applied presentation
plaque to backplate, as new condition, an
alloy backed 41/4" Nottingham reel with
triform foot stancheon and a Nottingham
41/2" centre pin reel with ventilated alloy
backplate and starback foot (3) 
£100-150

569
A Hardy Longstone 31/2" alloy centre
pin reel, ventilated drum with twin ebonite
handles and central milled nickel silver
tension screw, brass Bickerdyke line guide,
ribbed brass foot, nickel silver rim mounted
optional check lever, backplate stamped make
and model details and with applied alloy
trade plaque for Manton of Calcutta, 1930’s
and a similar Hardy Longstone 41/2" sea
centre pin reel, enamelled backplate, 1950’s
(2) 
£150-250

570
A Hardy limited edition Wide Spool
Perfect Trout Fly Reel Set, comprising
three 1902 reproduction model Perfect reels
in sizes 25/8", 3" and 31/2", each with ivorine
handle, brass foot, strapped tension screw
and early calliper check mechanism, faceplate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark, enclosed
oval and straight line logos, no. 114/250,
unused condition and in original baize lined
block leather fitted case and card box (see
illustration) 
£700-1000
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571
A Hardy St George 33/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot two screw
drum latch, white agate line guide (no
cracks), rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear, mainly to backplate,
1950’s 
£100-150

572
A Hardy Bouglé Mk.IV 4" salmon fly
reel, rosewood handle polished alloy foot,
rim strapped tension screw compensating
check mechanism, as new condition, in zip
case
£130-180

573
A Hardy Princess Multiplier trout fly
reel, ebonite handle on raised drive plate,
alloy foot, nickel silver line guide, rim tension
screw and compensating check mechanism
and a similar Hardy Marquis #7 Multiplier
trout fly reel, both unused and in zip cases (2)
£100-150

574
A scarce Forrest “Tweed” 41/2" alloy
bait casting reel, caged drum with twin
ivorine handles, perforated front flange and
spring drum latch, brass foot, three rim
mounted casting controls and rear milled
brass sliding pressure brake button, light
wear to lead finish only, 1920’s 
£150-250

575
A fine Abu Ambassadeur 5500CDL bait
casting reel, black/gold plated finish,
grooved rims, single counter-balanced
handle, in fitted teak case with spare spool
and other accessories, new/unused condition 
£300-400

576
A wicker trout fisher’s creel with leather
trim and two front pouch pockets, inch
measure to leather spine, leather handle and
strap lock and an English wicker tout fisher’s
creel of pot bellied form, hinged lid (2) 
£90-130

576a
Two small English wicker trout fisher’s
creels, each with sloped top, rectangular fish
hole and peg lock (2) 
£60-90

577
Two Hardy Golden Prince 11/12
salmon fly reels, brown/gold anodised
finish, each with ebonite handle, spring drum
latch, ribbed brass foot, nickel silver line guide
and rear tension adjuster, one with corrosion
to rear plate (2) 
£130-180

578
A Milward’s Mariner Nottingham 4"
centre pin reel, brass backed walnut drum
with twin ebonite handle and three screw
spring drum latch, starback foot, sliding
optional check button, excellent condition
and eight further Nottingham starback
centre pin reels, various makes, sizes and
models and all in overall good condition (9)
£150-250

579
Ten various Nottingham strap back
centre pin reels, various makes, models
and sizes, overall good condition (10) 
£100-150

579a
A scarce Farlow & Co. Ltd. 4"
Nottingham centre pin reel, alloy backed
walnut drum with twin tapered cow horn
handles and brass three screw spring release
latch, brass Bickerdyke line guide, starback
foot with sliding optional check button, foot
stamped Eton Sun patent details and script
engraved retailer’s details, circa 1910
£120-160
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580
A rare Hardy Field 33/8" alloy trout fly
reel, lipped drum face with domed ivorine
handle and two screw spindle boss, brass
bridge foot, triple pillared annular line guide,
rear plate with raised brass spindle boss and
stamped Rod in hand trade mark and
enclosed oval logo, faceplate stamped model
name, light wear to lead finish only, circa 1895
(see illustration) 
£500-700 

581
A good Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, brass foot, revolving
nickel silver line guide, rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, , drum with nickel
silver retaining screw and faceplate stamped
circular logo, only light wear to lead finish,
circa 1930 
£350-550

582
A scarce Allcock Aerial model 7950-
T10 41/2" centre pin reel, caged and six
spoked drum with twin xylonite handles and
ventilated front flange, brass foot, rolling eye
line guide, rim mounted optional check lever
and bar spring check mechanism, backplate
stamped stag logo, circa 1940 (see
illustration) 
£350-550

583
A scarce Hardy Super Silex 1928
model 3" bait casting reel, shallow cored
drum with twin ebonite handles, spring
release latch and jewelled spindle bearing,
ribbed brass foot, rim mounted ivorine
casting trigger and rear quadrant weight
indicator and milled tension screw, additional
brake lever to rear plate, light wear to finish
only
£250-350

584
A 19th Century brass 31/2" wide
drummed salmon winch, turned ivory
handle on waisted straight crank winding
arm, block foot (neatly filed at one end),
quadruple cage pillars, rear rim with banded
decoration, fixed check mechanism, circa
1860
£150-250

585
A scarce limited edition Hardy Perfect
Spitfire alloy 31/8" trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed alloy foot, white agate line
guide (no cracks), rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, new/unused
condition, in block leather caser and card
box
£300-400

586
A collection of mainly hair wing salmon
flies, contained within two ethafoam lined
wooden boxes, various patterns and sizes, in
all approximately 270 flies and four gut eyed
fully dressed salmon flies mounted into CD
cases (Q) 
£80-120

587
A Hardy St John 37/8" light salmon
/trout fly reel, left hand wind, ebonite
handle, alloy foot, two screw drum latch,
compensating check, as new in zip case and
card box.A Hardy Viscount 140 trout fly reel
and spare spool and a Hardy Viscount 130
trout fly reel, both boxed (3) 
£120-180

588
A Hardy Marquis No.1 Silent Check
salmon fly reel, ebonite handle, alloy foot,
two screw drum latch, rear check adjuster
and a similar Hardy Marquis #10 light salmon
fly reel and spare spool, in zip cases and card
box (2) 
£90-130
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589
A Sage “GFL 9140-3” 3 piece carbon
salmon fly rod, 14', #9, alloy screw grip reel
fitting, light use only, in bag and alloy tube and
a System II model 1213 salmon fly reel and
spare spool, as new, in boxes (2) 
£130-180

590
A Orvis C.F.O. III trout fly reel and
spare spool, ebonite handle, two screw
latch, alloy foot, rear tension adjuster, light
use only and an Orvis “Osprey” 3 piece
carbon trout fly rod, 9'6", #6, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, little used, in bag and alloy tube
(2)
£100-150

591
A Hardy Ultralite Disc Salmon fly reel,
black finish, ebonite handle, alloy foot, rear
tension adjuster, nickel silver line guide, in
pouch and card box and a similar Hardy
J.L.H. Salmon fly reel, in pouch, both in as new
condition (2) 
£140-180

592
A Hardy Ultralite Disc LA #7/8 trout fly
reel and spare spool, spring drum latch,
ventilated spool, rear milled tension adjuster,
as new and in pouches and card boxes and a
Sage “XP 6100-4” 4 piece carbon trout fly
rod, 10', #6, wooden reel seat, alloy screw
grip fitting, light use only in bag and alloy tube
(2) 
£180-260

593
A Hardy Marquis #8/9 Multiplier
trout/light salmon fly reel, ebonite handle
on raised drive plate, alloy foot, rear check
adjuster, near new condition, in zip case and
card box and two Marquis #7 trout fly reels
and spare spools, of similar design, light use
only (3)
£140-180

594
A Sage “GFL 10150-3” 3 piece carbon
salmon fly rod, 15', #10, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, light use only, in bag and alloy tube
and two Shakespeare Beaulite 41/4" salmon
fly reels (3) 
£120-180

595
An Abu Cardinal 55 fixed spool reel,
black finish, boxed and two Abu Cardinal 54
fixed spool reels, boxes, little used condition
and two carbon spinning rods by Diawa and
MacPherson, in bags (5) 
£100-150

596
A Fox Stratos FS 7000E fixed spool reel
and spare spool, boxed/unused condition, a
Diawa Emblem-S 6000T fixed spool reel,
boxed, three further boxed fixed spool reels
and two Hardy spinning rods, in bags (7) 
£80-120

597
An Abu 6000c bait casting reel, grooved
rims, single handle, as new, in rexine case and
card box and four further bait/beach casting
multiplier reels by Shimano, Diawa and
Mitchell, all boxed and in good condition (5) 
£90-130

598
A Daiwa Super Cast-X 2 piece carbon
beach caster rod, 12', as new, another
Daiwa Paul Kerry Long Distance beach
caster carbon rod, 12', as new, two further
beach casting rods and a glass fibre boat rod,
in bags (5) 
£70-100

599
A good canvas and leather bound
tackle case, interior with fitted oak lift-out
tray and compartmentalised base, twin strap
locks, swing carrying handle and brass end
rings for shoulder strap, 16" x 8" x 81/2" 
£70-100
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599a
A double sided wooden salmon fly box,
ethafoam lined interior holding a good
selection of hair wing and Waddington flies,
ten Wheatley foam lined alloy fly boxes
holding a selection of modern salmon and
sea-trout flies and a quantity of various other
tackle items including casts, Hardy wader
hangers, baits, tapered casts, landing nets,
umbrella, wading staff, salmon tailer, small
quantity of sea-fishing tackle et al (Q)
£100-150

600
A rare S . E. Bogdan model 300
multiplying salmon fly reel, left hand
wind model with champagne/black anodised
finish, counter-balanced serpentine crank
handle, alloy foot, rear milled alloy optional
check button and ten point tension adjuster,
applied rectangular alloy trade plate,
new/unused condition and in suede pouch
(see illustration)
£800-1200

601
A Bo Mohlin 4" light salmon/sea-trout
fly reel, green anodised finish, rosewood
counter-balanced handle, multi-perforated
caged drum with central milled tension
adjuster, bridge foot, triple stainless steel cage
pillars, near new condition 
£200-300

602
A Hardy Bouglé 1903 replica alloy
trout fly reel, ivorine handle, nickel silver
foot, triple raised pillars (one roller),
strapped tension screw and early calliper
spring check mechanism, as new, in block
leather case and card box, no. 865
£130-180

603
A Hardy MLA 375 trout/sea-trout fly
reel, blue anodised finish, multi-perforated
rum and cage, counter-balanced handle, rear
adjustable check wheel, as new, in box with
neoprene pouch 
£100-150

604
A Hardy Elarex bait casting reel, twin
reverse tapered ebonite handles, ribbed foot,
level-line mechanism, little used condition
and in original rexine case and a Hardy
Perfect 41/4" 1912 check salmon fly reel,
drum and pillar repaired, replacement handle,
useful for spares (2) 
£100-150

605
A rare Edward Vom Hofe Restigouce
6/0 direct drive salmon fly reel, ebonite
and nickel silver construction with counter-
balanced “S” scroll crank handle set within an
anti-foul rim, milled optional check button to
faceplate, bridge foot, stamped model details,
quadruple pillars (two double roller), rear
plate with central knurled seven point
tension adjuster with arrow head indicator,
spindle cap stamped July ‘96 patent details,
very good condition, in Vom Hofe block
leather case, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£800-1200

606
Two Bo Mohlin miniature 2" crank
wind trout fly reels and block leather
cases, one with black anodised finish and
one green, each reel with counter-balanced
handle, bridge foot triple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, new/unused condition (2)
£150-250

607
A Hardy “ Perfection” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9', #5, crimson silk wraps, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, suction joint, 1970,
good overall condition, in bag
£160-240

608
A pair of Hardy Uniqua 31/4" trout fly
reels, each with ebonite handle, spring drum
latch, fixed check mechanism, four various
modern Hardy trout fly spare spools and a
Hardy “Deluxe” 2 piece carbon trout fly rod,
8'6", #4/5, sliding reel fitting, good condition,
in bag (7) 
£140-180
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609
A pair of Hardy “Richard Walker Avon”
2 piece glass fire coarse rods, 10',
scarlet/black tipped wraps, sliding alloy reel
fittings and a Hardy “Fred Buller Pike” 2 piece
glass fibre pike rod, 11', green whippings, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, as new, still with plastic
wrapper to handle, in bags (3) 
£120-160

610
A pair of custom built 2 piece carbon
carp rods, 11', sliding reel fittings, crimson
wraps and five further various barbel/Avon
and other coarse rods (7)
£80-120

610a
A good Sharpe’s “Scottie” 3 piece (2
tips) spliced cane salmon fly rod, 14',
#10/11, crimson silk whippings, sliding alloy
reel fitting, little used condition, in bag
£90-130

611
A Daiwa “All Round Salmon” 3 piece
carbon fly rod, 14', #9/10, black wraps,
screw grip reel fitting, little used condition
and two Bruce & Walker salmon carbon fly
rods; 17'6", #9/11 and 13', #7/10, in bags (3) 
£90-130

612
A Moscrop 3" brass trout fly reel, caged
drum, horn handle, patent thumb screw
check adjuster, six Milward’s trout fly reels,
various models and a small quantity of other
trout fly reels (Q) 
£100-150

613
An Orvis C.F.O. 1-2-3 trout fly reel,
green anodised finish, gold anodised foot and
two screw latch, nickel silver line guide and
rear check adjuster, and three further Orvis
C.F.O. trout fly reels sizes; III , III and II, in zip
cases (4) 
£100-150

614
A Hardy Silex Major 4" bait casting
reel, drum with twin ebonite handles, spring
latch and jewelled spindle bearing, alloy foot,
rim mounted ivorine casting trigger, rear
milled tension adjuster, circ a 1930 
£120-180

615
A Hardy limited edition Golden J.L.H.
Salmon fly reel, wooden handle, alloy foot,
two screw drum latch, nickel silver line guide
and rear tension adjuster, no. 029 and a
similar J.L.H. Ultralite Salmon fly reel with
grey anodised finish, both in near new
condition and in cloth pouches (2) 
£130-180

616
An Allcock Aerial Popular 31/2" centre
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with
twin xylonite handles, brass foot, rear sliding
optional check button and bar spring check
mechanism and a scarce Walter Shaw 3"
Nottingham style centre pin reel, wooden
and alloy backed drum with twin horn
handles and brass wing locking nut,
Bickerdyke line guide, brass starback foot
with sliding optional check button, alloy
backplate stamped makers name (2) 
£140-180

617
A Young’s Purist 2040 41/2" trotting
reel, shallow cored drum with six cage
spoked and twin composition handles,
stancheon foot, rear optional check button,
as new in fitted teak case and a Young’s
Trudex II 2500 trotting reel, twin handles,
black finish, optional check, light use only, in
card box 
£150-250
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618
Two Edward Vom Hofe Universal Star
6/0 big game multiplier reels, ebonite
and nickel silver construction and each with
off-set “S” scroll counter-balanced handle
mounted above a six point star drag adjuster,
twin rim mounted drum controls, rear sliding
optional check button, pierced foot, stamped
model details, quadruple cage pillars, one
with hairline crack to rear plate, circa 1920
(2) 
£150-250

619
Two Edward Vom Hofe Universal Star
6/0 big game multiplier reels, similar to
above lot, one in block leather case, circa
1925 (2) 
£150-250

620
An Edward Vom Hofe Universal Star
4/0 big game multiplier reel, ebonite and
nickel silver construction and each with off-
set “S” scroll counter-balanced handle
mounted above a six point star drag adjuster,
twin rim mounted drum controls, rear sliding
check button, pierced foot, stamped model
details, quadruple cage pillars and a similar
Universal Star 3/0 example, both in good
condition, 1920’s (2) 
£160-220

621
A C. Farlow & Co. brass extending
salmon gaff, Firth steel head, turned treen
handle, hinged point cover stamped makers
details and two further brass extending
salmon gaffs with turned wooden handles
and hinged point covers (3) 
£120-160

622
A Hardy Ultralite Disc Salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, two screw drum latch, alloy
foot, rear milled tension adjuster and a
similar Hardy Ultralite Disc #8/9 trout/light
salmon fly reel, in zip cases (2) 
£120-180

623
A Hardy Golden J.L.H. #7 trout fly reel,
wooden handle, alloy foot, two screw drum
latch, nickel silver line guide and rear tension
adjuster, unused, in box and neoprene pouch
and a Hardy Princess trout fly reel,
brown/gold finish, brass foot, rim tension
screw, as new in zip case (2) 
£130-180

624
A Zephyr style 4" centre pin reel, alloy
backed walnut drum with twin composition
handles and central spring release latch, rear
brass sliding optional check button, a similar
model with horn handles and strap back foot
and two similar 31/2" examples (4)
£150-250

625
A Milward’s Nottingham 5" frog back
sea centre pin reel, brass backed drum
with twin bulbous wooden handles and wing
locking nut, frog back stancheon foot, sliding
optional check button, another Nottingham
41/2" mahogany centre pin reel with patent
push button pressure brake to rear and a
Nottingham 5" centre pin walnut reel with
Bickerdyke line guide and starback “fish tail”
foot (3) 
£100-150

626
A Perry & Co 3" Nottingham
mahogany centre pin reel, twin brass
handles, central four screw spring drum latch,
starback foot with sliding optional check
button and nine various other smaller
Nottingham starback centre pin reels, mainly
by Rueben Heaton (10) 
£140-180
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627
A Milward’s Seafarer Nottingham 41/2"
centre pin sea reel, brass backed walnut
drum with twin bulbous composition handles
and wing locking nut, Bickerdyke line guide,
starback foot and sliding optional check
button, a Heaton’s 4" Nottingham
combination centre pin reel, horn handles,
brass annular line guide, starback foot with
optional check button and three further Eton
Sun patent Nottingham centre pin reels (5)
£120-180

628
A Nottingham 5" walnut sea centre pin
reel, brass backed drum with twin tapered
horn handles and wing locking nut, brass
Bickerdyke line guide and starback foot with
sliding optional check lever, a Slater built
Nottingham 41/2" mahogany centre pin reel,
horn handles, brass three screw drum latch,
starback foot , optional check button and
seven other larger sized Nottingham
starback reels, mainly by Heaton’s (9)
£140-220

629
A Heaton’s 5" Scarboro style
mahogany sea centre pin reel, twin
composition handles, brass four screw spring
drum latch, stancheon foot, and a collection
of thirteen various other Scarboro and
Nottingham style sea centre pin reels,
various makes, mainly Heaton’s (14) 
£140-220

630
A scarce Farlow “See-All” japanned
salmon fly reservoir, four cream painted
cantilevered trays each with nickel silver
spring metal clips and holding a good
selection of approximately 125 fully dressed
salmon flies including some large gut eyed
examples, case with applied metal trade
plaque and drop hasp lock, circa 1910 (see
illustration)
£300-400

631
A scarce Hardy Perfect 35/8" trout fly
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, red agate line
guide (hairline cracks), strapped rim tension
screw and 1906 calliper spring check
mechanism, drum with four rim cusps and
nickel silver retaining screw, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, handle loose,
circa 1908 
£250-450

632
A scarce Hardy Perfect 33/8" trout fly
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped rim
tension screw and 1906 calliper spring check
mechanism, factory fitted nickel silver roller
pillar, drum with four rim cusps and nickel
silver retaining screw, faceplate stamped
central circular logo, handle loose, reel
retains virtually all the original lead finish,
circa 1908 and in Hardy metal edged card
box 
£250-450

633
A Hardy Uniqua 27/8" trout fly reel,
ivorine handle, nickel silver horseshoe drum
latch, brass foot, fixed early calliper spring
check mechanism, faceplate stamped model
details, light wear to lead finish only and on
metal edged cared box, circa 1906
£150-250

634
A Hardy St George 33/8" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass foot, three screw drum
latch, white agate line guide (two hairline
cracks), rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, circa 1930 
£140-180

635
A John Enright 21/8" brass and ebonite
trout fly reel, tapered horn handle, German
silver rims, bridge foot, triple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, and a similar Eton &
Deller 21/2" trout fly reel, both with makers
details engraved to faceplate, circa 1890 (2) 
£130-180
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636
A Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear to enamel finish only,
1950’s
£250-350

637
A Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, nickel silver
rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear to enamel finish only,
1950’s
£180-260

638
Five Farlow block leather salmon reel
cases, velvet lined interiors, strap locking,
various sizes, two Hardy metal edged card
boxes and a home made line drier with horn
winding handle and brass reel fitting (8) 
£150-250

639
A Farlow & Co. 3" brass plate wind
trout fly reel, ivory handle, block foot
stamped fish logo, triple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, in Farlow card box,
another Farlow 3" brass plate wind trout fly
reel of similar design and four various other
brass and alloy reels (6) 
£130-180

640
A 19th Century Eton & Deller 3 piece
(2 tips) greenheart salmon fly rod, 14',
brass reel fittings, drop ring eyes, spigot joints
and brass capped bamboo tip tube, two
Enright greenheart salmon fly rods and two
further greenheart salmon/dapping rods, in
bags (5)
£130-180

641
A Farlow “Antennae” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 10'6", alloy fittings,
reversible butt spear, brass capped alloy tip
tube and six various other cane/greenheart
trout fly rods by various makers, mainly
requiring some light restoration, in bags (7)
£120-160

** End of Sale ***
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Angling Auctions
Access House
207/211 The Vale
London W3 7QS
Tel: 020 8749 4175
Fax: 020 8743 4855

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

I have read and understood the Terms & Conditions of Sale

Signed ....................................................................... Date .........................................................................................

NAME ................................................................................................................................................................................................................

ADDRESS ........................................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

HOME TEL No........................................................................... FAX No. ...............................................................................................

LOT No. Description Bid £

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

............................ ........................................................................................................................................................................... ......................

BIDDING SLIP

$
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Commission Bids-Terms & Conditions

1. Commission bids will be executed as cheaply as any other bids or reserves
allow, and are carried out free of charge.

2. All bids shall be treated as offers made on the Notice and Conditions of Sale
printed in the catalogue.

3. A maximum bid (exc. Premium and V.A.T.) should be indicated over “Buy” or
unlimited bids will not be accepted.

4. In the event of identical bids, the earliest will take precedence.

5. Commission bids left by telephone should be confirmed by fax or in writing.

6. All commission bids are left entirely at the Buyer’s risk, and neither the
Auctioneers, their agents or staff will be responsible for any errors in the
execution of bids howsoever caused.

7. Successful commission bidders will receive an invoice detailing purchases, and
giving instructions for payment and collection of goods.


